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Introducing Faith Hogan… 
Faith Hogan is an award-winning and bestselling author of contemporary fiction novels. Her books have 
featured as Book Club Favorites, Net Galley Hot Reads and Summer Must Reads. She writes grown up women’s 
fiction which is unashamedly uplifting, feel good and inspiring. She lives in the west of Ireland with her family 
and a very busy Labrador named Penny. 

What inspired the story behind The Gin Sisters’ Promise? 
All my books begin with character, usually a woman who demands to be written about, however, in the case 
of The Gin Sisters’ Promise, there’s also the added ‘character’ of place. I regularly walk in nearby woods, on the 
edge of which is a small distillery. There is no doubt that very often I’ve walked past there with thoughts of this 
book on my mind and the goings on I imagine within its walls.

Briefly introduce us to sisters Georgie, Iris and Nola. What’s facing them at the start of the book? 
Georgie, Iris and Nola are the Delahaye sisters, whose lives were marked out by early tragedy. At that point, they swore they would always 
look out for each other, but somehow, life, ambition and a thoroughly dislikeable man managed to come between them all. In the story 
they are brought back together when their father dies. At the reading of his will, they realise that in order to claim their inheritance they 
must live together in Ballycove in their childhood home for six months. This is harder than it might seem as each of the sisters tries to keep 
up the pretence of being something that they are not. As tensions grow and old jealousies surface, the question is can they make it to the 
finish line at all, never mind actually building some kind of relationship between them?

If you had a day to show us around Ballycove, where would you take us? 
Not too surprisingly, that would depend on the weather, but on a grey day, a visit to the local woollen mills is a must, it is packed with local 
arts and crafts, good coffee and homemade scones – we could grab a table and look out over the river rushing past us far below.

What are you looking forward to most about hearing the audiobook? 
I can’t wait to hear the GIN sisters come alive, there is something about hearing your characters speak to you, it’s 
a very surreal experience. There is a magic about it, that perhaps after reading through the work so many times 
myself, begins to fade until you hear the book in someone elses’ voice.

How important are libraries for an author? 
Libraries are so important for everyone, not just authors. They have become community hubs where like-minded 
people (booklovers!) can come together and now they are far more than just about books. Our local library is a 
hive of activity, but even during lockdowns, when it was closed, it managed to reach out to people who would 
otherwise have been completely cut off. I believe libraries are the heart of true community.
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Eva Björg Ægisdóttir
Night Shadows
The small community of Akranes is devastated after a young man dies in 
a mysterious house fire. When Detective Elma and her colleagues from 
West Iceland CID discover the fire was arson, they become embroiled in 
an increasingly perplexing case. For the dead man’s final online search 
raises fears that they could be investigating not one murder, but two. A 
few months before the fire, a young Dutch woman takes a job as an au 
pair in Iceland, desperate to make a new life for herself after the death 
of her father. But the seemingly perfect family who employs her turns out 
to have problems of its own, and she soon discovers she is running out 
of people to turn to. As the police begin to home in on the truth, Elma 
finds herself in mortal danger – someone has secrets they’ll do anything 
to hide...
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Jenny Colgan
An Island Wedding
Olivia and Anthony are planning A Very Extravagant Wedding at the 
newest hotel on the tiny Scottish island of Mure. They’re flying in chefs, 
musicians and something called a living flower wall...and no one is even 
allowed to think the word bridezilla. Flora is trying – and failing – not 
to let Olivia and Anthony’s wedding distract her from planning her own 
big day with Joel. But the couple have wildly different ideas about how 
to celebrate and somehow, just when their relationship should be plain 
sailing, everything is suddenly very hard indeed. And then there’s Lorna 
and Saif. The local headmistress and the GP desperately keeping their 
relationship a secret to protect his sons. But while they’re looking out for 
the boys, who’s looking out for them? Three couples. One midsummer’s 
night. Can everyone get their happy ever after?
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Read by Eilidh Beaton

10 hours 25 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

Mark Billingham
The Murder Book
The new Tom Thorne novel

Tom Thorne has it all. In Nicola Tanner and Phil Hendricks, Thorne has 
good friends by his side. He finally has a love life worth a damn and 
is happy in the job to which he has devoted his life...Tom Thorne has 
it all...to lose. Hunting the woman responsible for a series of grisly 
murders, Thorne has no way of knowing that he will be plunged into a 
nightmare from which he may never wake. A nightmare that has a name.  
Finally, Thorne’s past has caught up with him and a ruinous secret is 
about to be revealed. If he wants to save himself and his friends, he must 
do the unthinkable.
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Read by the Author

10 hours

MYSTERY

Graham Bartlett
Bad for Good
Gripping, clever, masterly written and reeking authenticity on 
every page.’  Peter James

The murder of a promising footballer who is the son of the Brighton’s 
Chief Superintendent of police, means Detective Superintendent Jo Howe 
has a complicated and sensitive case on her hands. The situation becomes 
yet more desperate following devastating blackmail threats. Howe can 
trust no one as she tracks the brutal killer in a city balanced on a knife 
edge of vigilante action and a police force riven with corruption.

Read by Antonia Beamish

10 hours 15 minutes

MYSTERY
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Laurie Petrou
Stargazer
‘A dark and dreamlike journey’  Ashley Audrain

Diana Martin has lived her life in the shadow of her sadistic older brother. 
She quietly watches the family next door, enthralled by celebrity fashion 
designer Marianne Taylor and her feted daughter, Aurelle. She wishes she 
were a ‘Taylor girl’. By the summer of 1995, the two girls are at university 
together, bonded by a mutual desire to escape their wealthy families and 
personal tragedies and forge new identities. They are closer than lovers, 
intoxicated by their own bond, falling into the hedonistic seduction of the 
woods and the water at a remote university that is more summer camp 
than campus. But when burgeoning artist Diana has a chance at fame, 
cracks start to appear in their friendship. To what lengths is Diana willing 
to go to secure her own stardom?
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Read by Stephanie Cannon

8 hours 10 minutes

SUSPENSE

Gervase Phinn
At the Captain’s Table
A summer cruise should be just the ticket for a few weeks of relaxation 
– but for the passengers and crew of the Empress of the Ocean, the sights 
of the Mediterranean are nothing compared to the excitement on board...
For bickering couple Albert and Maureen, the trip might prove a much-
needed escape – or the final straw. Elegant Frances de la Mare is 
determined to hobnob with the right kind of people – but her penthouse 
suite proves lonelier than she ever imagined. Meanwhile, precocious 
12-year-old Oliver discovers that guidebooks don’t teach you everything, 
sparks fly when the port lecturer finds himself upstaged by a popular 
author, dancers Bruce and Babs can’t keep in step, and cruise expert 
Neville just wants someone to speak to. But as everyone jostles for a seat 
at the captain’s table, they might find all their plans going overboard...
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Read by the Author

12 hours 30 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

Amy McCulloch
Breathless
‘Suffocatingly tense, highly original and exhilarating’

Daily Express

When struggling journalist Cecily Wong is invited to join an expedition 
to climb one of the world’s tallest mountains, it seems like the chance 
of a lifetime. But she doesn’t realise how deadly the climb will be. As 
their small team starts to climb, things start to go wrong. There’s a theft. 
Then an accident. Then a mysterious note, pinned to her tent: there’s a 
murderer on the mountain. The higher they get, the more dangerous the 
climb becomes, and the more they need to trust one another. And that’s 
when Cecily finds the first body...
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Read by Katie Leung

11 hours 5 minutes

THRILLER

Laura Kemp
Love, Betty
One chance encounter might just change everything...

On the day that Betty meets Guy, her life is changed forever. She never 
thought she’d see him again, but a few months later, realises she has 
something of his that needs returning...So, she writes him a letter. It’s 
the perfect solution for Betty – it means she doesn’t need to tell Guy 
about what really happened that day, and the secret she’s been hiding. 
For Guy, Betty’s letter arrives at his repair shop at the perfect time. His 
whole world has come crashing down around him and for the first time 
in a long time, he starts to feel hopeful. But can you really begin to fall in 
love with someone you’ve only met once...?
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Read by Claire Morgan &  
Elliot Fitzpatrick

10 hours 10 minutes

ROMANCE
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Michael Ridpath
Death in Dalvik
When 16-year-old Dísa is given five bitcoin by her divorced father she is 
unimpressed. But a year later, when her grandparents are about to lose 
their farm near the Icelandic village of Dalvik, quiet, unassuming Dísa is 
able to rescue it with the profits from her astute trading of her father’s 
gift. Unknown to Dísa, her mother Helga catches the cryptocurrency bug. 
Not only does Helga invest in Thomocoin, a new cryptocurrency sweeping 
Iceland, but she persuades many of her neighbours in Dalvík to invest too, 
taking a cut for herself. Helga is found murdered on the hillside above the 
farm and Inspector Magnus Jonson investigates. Magnus realises that 
Dísa, now a 19-year-old student, can help him unveil the shadowy forces 
behind Thomocoin. But torn between loyalty to her family and fear for her 
life, Dísa has other ideas.
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Read by Seán Barrett
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Riley Sager
The House Across the Lake
The Woman in the Window meets Gone Girl in this 
Hitchcockian thriller – for fans of Ruth Ware and Stephen King

Casey Fletcher, a recently widowed actress trying to escape a streak 
of bad press, has retreated to the peace and quiet of her family’s lake 
house in Vermont. Armed with a pair of binoculars, she passes the time 
watching Tom and Katherine Royce, the glamorous couple living in the 
house across the lake. One day on the lake, Casey saves Katherine from 
drowning, and the two strike up a budding friendship. But the more they 
get to know each other – and the longer Casey watches – it becomes 
clear that Katherine and Tom’s marriage isn’t as perfect as it appears. 
When Katherine suddenly vanishes, Casey becomes consumed with 
finding out what happened. In the process, she uncovers eerie, darker 
truths that turn a tale of voyeurism 
and suspicion into a story of guilt, 
obsession and how looks can be 
very deceiving.

Read by Stephanie Cannon

12 hours

THRILLER
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Read by Victoria Blunt

10 hours 50 minutes

SUSPENSE

Kate Riordan
Summer Fever
Two couples. One sweltering Italian villa...

Nick and Laura are the hosts: pretending their marriage isn’t on the 
rocks. Madison and Bastian are the guests: neither is remotely who  
they claim to be. Under the scorching Mediterranean sun no secret is 
safe. No betrayal goes unnoticed. Two couples. But will either survive the 
summer...?

Martin Walker
To Kill a Troubadour
It is summer in St Denis and Bruno is busy organising the annual village 
concert. He’s hired a local Périgord folk group, Les Troubadours, to 
perform their hit ‘A Song for Catalonia’. But when the song unexpectedly 
goes viral, the Spanish government, clamping down on the Catalonian 
bid for independence, bans Les Troubadours from performing it. Bruno 
finds himself under yet more pressure when a specialist sniper’s bullet 
is found in a wrecked car near Bergerac. The car was reportedly stolen 
on the Spanish frontier and the Spanish government sends warning 
that a group of nationalist extremists may be planning an assassination 
in France. Bruno immediately suspects that Les Troubadours and their 
audience might be in danger. Bruno must organise security and ensure 
that his beloved town and its people are safe – the stakes are high for 
France’s favourite policeman.

Read by Peter Noble

9 hours 40 minutes

MYSTERY
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Laura Blackett & Eve Gleichman
The Very Nice Box
‘I LOVED this book’  Marian Keyes

Ava Simon is a storage designer for STÄDA, a slick Brooklyn-based 
furniture company. She’s hard-working, obsessive, and heartbroken 
from a tragedy that killed her girlfriend and upended her life. It’s been 
years since she’s let anyone in. But when Ava’s new boss – the young 
and magnetic Mat Putnam – offers Ava a ride home one afternoon, an 
unlikely relationship blossoms. Ava remembers how rewarding it can be 
to open up –  and, despite her instincts, she becomes enamoured. But 
Mat isn’t who he claims to be, and the romance takes a sharp turn...
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Read by Kate Handford

10 hours 5 minutes

LITERARY

Donato Carrisi
The Whisperer’s Game
The phone call to the police arrives at dusk from an isolated farmhouse, 
50 miles from the city. A terrified woman’s voice pleads for help. But 
a violent storm rages in the area and the first available patrol only 
succeeds in reaching her hours later. It is too late. Something perturbing 
has happened, something which leaves the investigators in the dark. 
Just one person is able to reveal the message hidden behind this act 
of evil, but this person is no longer a policeman. She left her work as a 
missing persons investigator and withdrew from society to live an isolated 
existence beside a lake; her daughter Alice her only companion. Even so, 
when she is called upon to help with this case, Mila Vasquez cannot shirk 
her duty. The investigation involves her closely...more than she could ever 
believe. It is a game and it has only just started. Because he is always a 
step ahead.

Read by Julie Maisey

9 hours 20 minutes

THRILLER
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MYSTERY
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G.R. Halliday
Under the Marsh
SHE NEVER CONFESSED. NOW SHE’S READY TO TALK.

Twelve years ago, DI Monica Kennedy caught the notorious serial killer 
Pauline Tosh, imprisoning her for life. When Tosh asks Monica to visit 
her at the remote Highlands Carselang prison, the detective thinks she’s 
playing games. But then Tosh hands her a hand-drawn map with a cross 
marking the desolate marsh lands near Inverness and Monica can’t 
ignore it – she was always convinced there were more victims out there. 
And when a body is discovered, it looks like they’ve found a new name 
from Tosh’s kill list. But things are never that simple...

Simon Brett
Death and the Decorator
Having decided to redecorate Woodside Cottage, Jude has engaged the 
services of local man Pete, who has painted and decorated the homes of 
Fethering residents for many years. Pete is currently working on Footscrow 
House, a large Victorian building being converted into holiday flats. Whilst 
at ‘Fiasco House’, as it is known locally due to the many failed business 
enterprises over the years, Jude and Pete make a surprising discovery 
behind a wall panel: a woman’s handbag! The casual discovery becomes 
serious when the police identify the handbag’s owner as Anita Garner, a 
young woman who vanished in suspicious circumstances 20 years earlier. 
Determined to find out what really happened, Jude and her neighbour 
Carole’s investigations plunge them into a maze of deception and murder, 
as they uncover a number of uncomfortable secrets beneath the serene 
surface of Fethering life...
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Read by the Author

6 hours 25 minutes

MYSTERY
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Faith Hogan
The Gin Sisters’ Promise
For fans of Sheila O’Flanagan, Heidi Swain and Liz Fenwick

When Georgie, Iris and Nola’s mother died and their father disappeared 
into his grief, the sisters made a pact: they would always be there for one 
another, no matter what. Now, decades later, they haven’t spoken for 
years and can barely stand to be in the same room. As his health declines, 
their father comes up with a plan. In his will, he states that before they 
can claim their inheritance, they must spend six months living together in 
their childhood home in the village of Ballycove, Ireland, and try to repair 
their broken relationships. As the months progress, old resentments boil 
over, new secrets threaten to come out and each sister must decide what 
matters more: their pride, or their family. Can they overcome their past 
and find a way to love each other once more?

Chris McDonald
The Case of the Missing Firefly
The notoriously hard-drinking, backstabbing Stonebridge Radio crew are 
having their Hallowe’en party on Winkle Island, rumoured to be the most 
haunted place in Northern Ireland. Unfortunately, Adam and Colin are 
there too, having accepted an easy pay day from Colin’s event organising 
mother. At dinner, a shocking announcement is followed by an even more 
shocking murder, and the theft of a priceless Firefly necklace. To top it all, 
thanks to a raging storm, everyone is trapped on the island. Now, faced 
with devious radio presenters, a strange tour guide, and a rampaging 
murderer, Adam and Colin are back in business.
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Read by Stephen Armstrong

2 hours 45 minutes

MYSTERY

Read by Caroline Lennon

10 hours 40 minutes

GENERAL FICTION
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Alan Judd
Queen and Country
In the peaceful towns and villages of England, Cleaner Bob is washing 
windows, and people are dying in sudden and unexpected circumstances. 
When it becomes clear that the victims have a common history as 
Russian defectors, foul play is suspected and a hunt begins to locate 
their assailant, the lethal poison that killed them, and the mole who 
is leaking their locations. In a race against time, only one man has the 
connections and experience to crack the case before more people perish. 
Charles Thoroughgood, former head of MI6, is enjoying retirement in 
the Oxfordshire hamlet he calls home when the call comes in. A man of 
duty, he agrees to take part in a mission that will lead him into the heart 
of enemy territory and threaten to undermine the very values he holds 
most dear.
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Read by John Telfer

6 hours 20 minutes

THRILLER

Stephen Leather
Dirty War
The new Spider Shepherd thriller from bestselling author 
Stephen Leather

The target – The Prime Minister. The assassins – hard-bitten jihadists with 
nothing to lose. The only man who can stop them? Dan ‘Spider’ Shepherd. 
But Shepherd’s reputation is also on the line – he helped get one of the 
jihadists into the UK during the final days of the War in Afghanistan. Now 
he has to track down the man whose life he once saved. But the assassins 
aren’t lone wolf killers – someone much more devious is pulling their 
strings. And the clock is ticking...
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Read by Paul Thornley

12 hours 10 minutes

THRILLER
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Leigh Russell
Fake Alibi
The new novel in the million-copy selling 
Detective Geraldine Steel series

Two murder victims and a suspect whose alibi appears open to doubt...
Geraldine Steel is plunged into a double murder investigation which 
threatens not only her career, but her life. And then her previously 
unknown twin Helena turns up, with problems which are about to make 
Geraldine’s life turn toxic in more ways than one.

Douglas Skelton
Where Demons Hide
Fear is a state of mind...

Something scared Nuala Flaherty to death. When her body is found in 
the centre of a pentagram on a lonely moor, Rebecca is determined to 
find out what. Was she killed by supernatural means, or is there a more  
down-to-earth explanation? Rebecca’s investigation leads her to a 
mysterious cult and local drug dealings. But what she doesn’t know is 
that crime matriarch Mo Burke still has her in her crosshairs. Mo wants 
payback for the death of her son, and after one failed attempt to hurt 
Rebecca, she is upping the ante. And this time, it could be lethal.
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8 hours 50 minutes
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Sara Paretsky
Overboard
‘The tale’s relentless pacing, sky-high stakes, and strong social 
justice advocacy should keep readers invested in the expertly 
crafted characters’ fates’  Publishers Weekly

On her way home from an all-night surveillance job, V.I. Warshawski’s 
dogs lead her on a mad chase that ends when they find a badly injured 
teen hiding in the rocks along Lake Michigan. The girl only regains 
consciousness long enough to utter one enigmatic word. V.I. helps bring 
her to a hospital, but not long after, she vanishes before anyone can 
discover her identity. As V.I. attempts to find her, the detective uncovers 
an ugly consortium of Chicago power brokers and mobsters who are 
prepared to kill the girl before VI can save her. And soon it becomes clear 
that V.I.’s own life is in jeopardy as well.

Nora Roberts
Nightwork
When he was nine, and his mother had her first deadly dance with cancer, 
Harry became a thief. Someone had to find food and pay the mortgage 
even if his mother was too sick to work. When his mother finally succumbs 
to cancer, Harry leaves Chicago but somehow he can’t quite leave all of 
his past behind. Harry lives a quiet, careful, rootless life – he can’t afford 
to attract attention or get attached – until he meets Miranda. But just 
when Harry thinks he has a chance at happiness his old life comes back 
to haunt him. Harry has had dealings with some bad people in his past 
but none more dangerous than Carter LaPorte and Harry is forced to run. 
But no matter what name he uses or where he goes, Harry cannot escape. 
If he is ever going to feel safe Harry must face down his enemy once and 
for all. Only then can he hope to possess something more valuable than 
anything he has ever stolen.

Read by Liza Ross

13 hours 10 minutes

MYSTERY
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Graham Brown
Dark Vector
1808, South China Sea. The infamous Chinese Pirate Queen Ching Shih 
was as powerful as she was feared. When a rogue captain in her fleet 
dares defy her wishes, devastation awaits – and a ship full of plundered 
treasure sinks to the depths of history. Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala have 
spent months on the trail of this legendary hoard. But their search 
is interrupted when a freighter carrying eight of the most advanced 
computers ever produced has disappeared in the Western Pacific. In the 
hands of the enemies of the West, these could be the Information Age’s 
most dangerous weapons. Plunged into the middle of a cyber-war, Kurt 
and Joe’s only allies are a group of pirates who operate under their own 
crude laws. The NUMA crew soon finds that knowing who to trust could 
be their most daunting mission yet...
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Read by Jeff Harding

10 hours 45 minutes

ADVENTURE SUSPENSE

Julie Cohen
Summer People
A love that can’t be stopped. A secret that will change 
everything...
The last time Vee left the shores of Unity Island, she thought she’d left 
forever. But this summer, she’s returning with her charming husband, 
Mike. Vee’s unexpected arrival, this time as one of the wealthy ‘summer 
people’, sets the small island community alight with gossip. What’s more, 
her childhood best friend, Sterling, is furious that she’s come back – Vee 
abandoned him when he needed her most. And then Vee meets Rachel, 
Sterling’s wife, and a spark is ignited within her that she can’t extinguish. 
And as summer turns to autumn, long-buried secrets emerge that will 
cause a storm greater than any of them could ever have imagined. 
But when autumn comes, who will sail away with the tide and who 
will choose to stay behind on the 
island...?
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John Connolly
The Furies
The Furies: mythological snake-haired goddesses of vengeance, 
pursuers of those who have committed unavenged crimes. Now, private 
investigator Charlie Parker is drawn into a world of modern furies.  
In The Sisters Strange, the return of the criminal Raum Buker to Portland, 
Maine brings with it chaos and murder, as an act of theft threatens not 
only to tear apart his own existence but also that of Raum’s former 
lovers, the enigmatic sisters Dolors and Ambar Strange. And in The Furies 
Parker finds himself fighting to protect two more women as the city of 
Portland shuts down in the face of a global pandemic, but it may be that 
his clients are more capable of taking care of themselves than anyone 
could have imagined...Two novels in one from the master of the modern 
supernatural thriller.

CD
13

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Jeff Harding

13 hours 35 minutes

MYSTERY

Robert Galbraith
The Ink Black Heart
PRAISE FOR THE STRIKE SERIES

‘One of crime’s most engaging duos’ Guardian

‘Magnificent’ Sunday Times

‘Finely honed, superbly constructed’ Daily Mail

The next thrilling instalment in the highly acclaimed, international 
bestselling series featuring Cormoran Strike and Robin Ellacott.

CD
26

MP3
2 D/L

Read by Robert Glenister

31 hours 50 minutes

MYSTERY

CD
10

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Laurel Lefkow

10 hours 20 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

COVER TO BE REVEALED

COVER TO BE REVEALED

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399123907
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399146166
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399124850
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399124584


Johana Gustawsson
The Bleeding
1899, Belle Époque Paris. Lucienne’s two daughters are believed dead 
when her mansion burns to the ground, but she is certain that her girls 
are still alive and embarks on a journey into the depths of the spiritualist 
community to find them. 1949, Post-War Québec. Teenager Lina’s father 
has died in the French Resistance, and as she struggles to fit in at school, 
her mother introduces her to an elderly woman at the asylum where she 
works, changing Lina’s life in the darkest way imaginable. 2002, Quebec. 
A former schoolteacher is accused of brutally stabbing her husband – a 
famous university professor – to death. Detective Maxine Grant,who 
has recently lost her own husband and is parenting a teenager and a 
new baby single-handedly, takes on the investigation. Under enormous 
personal pressure, Maxine makes a series of macabre discoveries that 
link directly to historical cases 
involving black magic and murder, 
secret societies and spiritism...and 
women at breaking point, who will 
stop at nothing to protect the ones 
they love...

Graham Hurley
Lights Down
Actress Enora Andressen is facing the perfect storm. Her favourite French 
director, Remy Despret, has lost his touch and is keeping dangerous 
company. Her agent, Rosa, has been seduced by a kiss-and-tell novel of 
doubtful provenance. While H, sicker by the day at home at Flixcombe 
Manor, is battling both Long Covid and something far darker. Devoting 
herself to H, Enora needs good news, and it arrives in the shape of a 
fascinating Remy idea based on Flixcombe’s role during the Second World 
War. But the tonic soon turns sour when Enora is drawn into the project, 
with chilling consequences.Se
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Lia Louis
The Key to my Heart
‘Lia Louis has become a must-buy author for me!’  Jodi Picoult

Some people spend their whole lives trying to find the one. But Natalie 
had found him – and married him. And then Russ died. Two years ago, her 
whole world was shattered. Still now, she feels like she’s trying to piece 
her broken heart back together, one day at a time. But then she finds a 
sheet of music – one that only Russ would know – in the piano stool in 
King’s Cross station where she’s secretly been playing for the last few 
months. For the first time, Natalie realises that maybe life does still hold a 
little magic. And with every note she plays, she feels as if she’s unlocking 
another fragment of her heart...But will she ever truly find love again 
after she’d already found forever?.

CD
10

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Victoria Fox

10 hours 35 minutes

ROMANCE

David Leigh with Tony Hutchinson
The Thief, His Wife and The Canoe
Recently adapted for ITV

Drowning in debt and facing almost certain bankruptcy, John Darwin 
did the unthinkable – he paddled out to sea in his red canoe and 
disappeared. After a massive search and rescue operation failed to 
find his body, he was assumed dead, lost in the bleak North Sea. But 
everything was far from what it seemed. Nearly six years later, after John 
miraculously returned from the dead with a strange tale of ‘amnesia’ and 
sporting a suspicious golden tan, the police and the Press were desperate 
to discover the truth behind his remarkable resurrection. Journalist  
David Leigh was despatched to Panama, where he tracked down John’s 
wife, Anne, who had started a secretive new life with the insurance 
money claimed from her husband’s ‘death’. But what lay behind her 
decision to move thousands of 
miles away from her family and 
friends? The truth would gradually 
unravel during an astonishing 
week of jaw-dropping revelations.

Read by David Morley-Hale

10 hours 15 minutes

NON-FICTION / CRIME

CD
10

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Julia Franklin

9 hours 55 minutes

MYSTERY

CD
9

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Stephanie Cannon,  
Karen Cass & Jessica Preddy

6 hours 55 minutes

MYSTERY

CD
7

MP3
1 D/L

NF

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399146463
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399123778
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399146593
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399124621
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Eva Woods
You Are Here
It is the morning of Ellie Warren’s wedding day and she is hiding under 
her childhood bed. She cannot shake the feeling that she isn’t where 
she’s supposed to be – the marriage, that is – but she can’t work out 
how she ended up here or where exactly she should be. Ellie knows there 
wasn’t just one decision that led her to this day. Her life is made up of 
billions of choices but some of them must have changed the course of 
her life forever. Ellie is sure that if she can just find those moments, work 
out where she went wrong in the past, then maybe she can make things 
right in the present. But what if Ellie is exactly where she is meant to be? 
What if all the missed opportunities and paths never taken are leading 
her to happiness?

Read by Gloria Sanders

9 hours 25 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

CD
9

MP3
1 D/L

Chris Offutt
The Killing Hills
Longlisted for the 2022 CWA Gold Dagger

Mick Hardin, a combat veteran now working as an Army CID agent, is 
home on a leave that is almost done. His wife is about to give birth, but 
they aren’t getting along. His sister, newly risen to sheriff, has just landed 
her first murder case, and local politicians are pushing for city police or 
the FBI to take the case. Are they convinced she can’t handle it, or is 
there something else at work? She calls on Mick who, with his homicide 
investigation experience and familiarity with the terrain, is well-suited to 
staying under the radar. As he delves into the investigation, he dodges his 
commanding officer’s increasingly urgent calls while attempting to head 
off further murders. And he needs to talk to his wife.

Read by Jeff Harding

4 hours 40 minutes

THRILLER

CD
5

MP3
1 D/L

Denise Mina
Confidence
Deception. Theft. Murder. All you need is confidence.

When Lisa Lee, a vulnerable young woman, vanishes from a pretty 
Scottish seaside town Anna and Fin find themselves at the centre of an 
internet frenzy to find her. But Lisa may not be the hapless victim her 
father thinks. She had an unsuccessful YouTube channel and her last 
film showed her breaking into an abandoned French Chateau with other 
UrbExers and stumbling across a priceless Roman silver casket. One day 
after Lisa vanishes that casket gets listed for auction in Paris, reserve 
price 50 million euro and a catalogue entry that could challenge the 
fundamental principles of a major world religion. On a thrilling chase 
across Europe, Anna and Fin are caught up in a world of international art 
smuggling, billionaire con artists and religious zealotry.

Read by Rona Morison

8 hours 5 minutes

THRILLER

CD
8

MP3
1 D/L

Alex Marwood
The Island of Lost Girls
1985. For twelve-year-old Mercedes, La Kastellana is the place she 
calls home. It is an island untouched by the modern world, with deep-
rooted traditions – though that is all about to change with the arrival 
of multimillionaire Matthew Meade and his spoiled young daughter, 
Tatiana. The Meades bring with them unimaginable wealth, but the price 
they will all pay is far darker than Mercedes and the islanders could ever 
have imagined. 2016. Robin is desperately searching for her 17-year-old 
daughter Gemma, who has been missing for over a year. Finding herself 
on La Kastellana, the island playground of the international jet set, Robin 
is out of her depth. Nobody wants to help and Robin fears she is running 
out of time to find her child. But someone has been watching, silently 
waiting for their moment to expose the dark truth and reveal to the world 
what really happens on the island 
of lost girls.

Read by Tamsin Kennard

10 hours 15 minutes

SUSPENSE

CD
10

MP3
1 D/L

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399124119
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399124072
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399146944
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399124157
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Read by Charlotte Strevens

8 hours 20 minutes

FAMILY SAGA

Read by Julie Maisey

10 hours 55 minutes

FAMILY SAGA
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Read by Anne Dover

15 hours

FAMILY SAGA

Read by Deryn Edwards

11 hours

FAMILY SAGA
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Lyn Andrews
The Leaving of Liverpool
It is 1919 and Liverpool has been devastated by World War I. Sons, 
husbands and fathers have been lost and street after street plunged into 
mourning. Now, at last, the war is finally over. Emily Parkinson goes back 
into service and enjoys the return to normality. But Emily’s younger sister, 
Phoebe-Ann, has ideas beyond her station. Working as a lady’s maid, 
Phoebe-Ann hopes that one day she will be more than just a confidante 
to her mistress’s shell-shocked brother James Mercer. When Emily is 
brutally attacked, the sisters’ lives come close to ruin. Phoebe-Ann is 
forced to leave the Mercer household and falls into the arms of Jake 
Malone, of the notorious Malone clan. But as Emily slowly recovers it 
seems that Phoebe-Ann might just be able to escape the mistakes of her 
past after all – even if it does mean leaving Liverpool...

AnneMarie Brear
Alice
London, 1929. Lady Alice Mayton-Walsh has always been a free 
independent spirit. With wealth and position, Alice defies convention and 
created, Sheer, a women’s magazine. However, after years of hard work, 
she finds that her life isn’t as complete as she expected it to be. Then her 
brother’s best friend Vince reveals plans to marry an heiress to save his 
family’s fortunes. The news shocks Alice as she realises she wants more 
than just friendship with him. Yet, before she has a chance to follow her 
heart, Vince turns his back on the extravagant life. Confused, Alice tries 
to understand this very different Vince, but it’s not until she is confronted 
by three poor orphans that she recognises what has been missing in her 
life. But a tragic accident threatens the Alice’s happy future. Has she lost 
her second chance to find love?

Catherine Cookson
Tilly Trotter
Coming up 16, Tilly Trotter is different from the other girls in her village. 
Tall for her age and coltish, she is not afraid of taking on ‘man’s work’ to 
help out the grandparents who raised her in a cottage at the edge of the 
Sopwith Estate. Testing times lay ahead for Tilly, often hard to endure and 
even bringing her the undeserved taint of being suspected of witchcraft. 
She only loves one man, farmer Simon Bentwood, and is heartbroken 
to discover he is betrothed to another. A spurned suitor takes a  
terrible revenge, and a betrayal forces her into the cruel drudgery of the 
local mine.

Francesca Capaldi
Trouble in the Valleys
Spring 1919. WW1 might be over, but the inhabitants of Dorcalon in the 
Welsh Valleys still feel the pain of the war that took so many of their men. 
Polly Smith is trying to survive her own battle at home. After her abusive 
husband, Gus, was finally jailed, Polly has been raising her two-year-old 
son alone. But being a single mother isn’t easy, and Polly finds it harder 
still as Gus’s criminal activities leave her with a bad reputation. Lonely 
and struggling for money, Polly retreats as she becomes the subject of 
cruel gossip. A job offer throws her a lifeline, and as she grows closer to 
soldier, Henry Austin, it seems that Polly might finally be changing her life 
– until dark secrets from her past emerge, threatening her new happiness. 
Can Polly clear her name? Or will the mistakes of the past ruin her future?

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399127615
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399127141
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399126175
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399126816
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Diney Costeloe
The Runaway Family
Germany, 1937. Fear and betrayal stalk the streets. People disappear. 
Persecution of the Jews has become a national pastime. When Ruth 
Friedman’s husband is arrested by the SS, she is left to fend for herself and 
her four children. She alone stands as their shield against the Nazis. But 
where can she go? Where will her family be safe? Ruth must overcome 
the indifference, hatred and cruelty that surrounds her as she and her 
family race to escape the advancing Nazi army’s final solution.

Read by Georgia Maguire

11 hours 40 minutes

FAMILY SAGA
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Pam Evans
The Tulip Tearooms
The Second World War is finally over when Lola Brown meets Harry Riggs 
at a dance. It is love at first sight but when Harry tells Lola that he is a 
policeman, her heart sinks. Lola’s father is a petty criminal, and if Harry 
ever finds out and turns him in, it will destroy her family...Harry reluctantly 
accepts that Lola doesn’t want to see him again, and eventually starts to 
find happiness without her. In the meantime, Lola encounters the 
eccentric Pickford sisters and sets about transforming their run-down 
tearooms in London’s West End, only to find her own life transformed as 
well. Despite everything, Harry and Lola continue to feel drawn to each 
other, but the truth about Lola’s family can’t stay hidden for ever...

CD
6

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Annie Aldington

6 hours 35 minutes

FAMILY SAGA

Catherine Cookson
Tilly Trotter Wed
Tilly Trotter has devotedly served Mark Sopwith at Highfield Manor for 
twelve years. She is his wife in all but name. Theirs is a scandalous yet 
happy arrangement. But when Mark dies, Tilly is left pregnant with his 
illegitimate child. Cast out of the manor house by Mark’s spiteful grown-
up daughter, Tilly is forced to face the prejudices of the local village. No 
stranger to hardship, she makes do as best she can, but when a villager’s 
vicious attack leaves her baby son, Willy, half blinded she knows that 
it is time to leave her native Tyneside. A new love seems to offer an 
escape and so she follows her heart to America, sure that this will be the 
beginning of a better life. But new perils await Tilly across the ocean....

Read by Anne Dover

13 hours 10 minutes

FAMILY SAGA
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1 D/L

Lilly Adam
Gracie’s Pride
In 1851, Joshua Browning sets off to join the Californian gold rush, 
leaving his wife and twin sons behind to run Hatherton Farm. Squire 
Cameron Marshall soon plots a way to regain the few acres of land, 
which he believes are rightfully his. Gracie Browning soon finds herself at 
the mercy of the unscrupulous Squire. For the sake of her cherished sons, 
Gracie is compelled to make some huge sacrifices. With no alternative 
than to flee from their homeland, a terrible catastrophe inflicts a 
momentous change to the Browning family. In their search for a new life, 
Oliver and Archie head towards London. During the journey, Oliver meets 
a young farm girl, Sally Potts. After suffering from her own personal loss, 
Sally feels as though the hand of fate has thrown her and Oliver together, 
but their relationship is soon to be tested on a grand scale.

CD
12 

MP3
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Read by Julia Franklin

12 hours 55 minutes

FAMILY SAGA
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Kay Seeley
The Guardian Angel
When Nell Draper leaves the workhouse to care for the five-year-old son 
of Lord Eversham, a wealthy landowner, she has no idea of the heartache 
that lies ahead of her. Robert can’t speak. He can’t tell her what 
makes him happy or sad. Nell has to work that out for herself. And not  
everyone is happy about Robert’s existence. Can Nell save him from a 
desolate future, secure his inheritance and ensure he takes his rightful 
place in society?

Read by Annie Aldington

9 hours 30 minutes

FAMILY SAGA
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9
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Gwen Kirkwood
Moorend Farm
William and Emma Sinclair have settled into life at Moorend Farm in 
North Yorkshire and live happily with their growing family, believing 
they have left the shame of their past behind. William is determined to 
prove his success to his embittered mother and charts a secure living for 
his sons to follow in his footsteps. When Emma takes Jamie and Meg 
to visit her parents in Scotland, they receive a warm welcome from all 
their relations, except ‘Grandmother Sinclair’. She sows seeds of doubt in 
Jamie’s mind, telling him he is not a Sinclair. Her animosity, it is revealed, 
stems from a secret in her own past, which affects the happiness of her 
eldest daughter, Maggie. Will secrets from their past destroy their future?

Read by Lesley Mackie

7 hours

FAMILY SAGA
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7
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1 D/L

Jenny Holmes
The Air Raid Girls: Wartime Brides
Spring, 1942. Lizzie is making plans for her wedding with fiance Bill. But 
preparations during wartime aren’t easy, and attacks on the Yorkshire 
port of Kelthorpe are only getting worse. Connie wants to be there for her 
sister, but she has troubles of her own – a secret that is driving a wedge 
between herself and those who love her. Meanwhile, Pamela faces new 
complications in her romance with Fred, and the arrival of two new RAF 
servicemen stirs up trouble. As bombs fall and friendships are tested, will 
the air raid girls keep their fighting spirit and find their happy endings?

Read by Penelope Freeman

10 hours 25 minutes

FAMILY SAGA
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Rosie Hendry
A Home From Home
Norfolk, 1944. Phylly is a Land Girl on Catchetts Farm. She and her 
friend Gracie are doing their bit to support the war effort. But times 
are changing at Catchetts – there’s an evacuee and two POWs on their 
way...And then Phylly meets an American airman from the base up the 
road. As the War rages on the Continent, Phylly and Gracie’s world will 
be changed forever.

CD
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MP3
1 D/L

Read by Patience Tomlinson

4 hours 30 minutes

FAMILY SAGA

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399127103
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Rosie Archer
The Timber Girls
1942. Working in the greengrocers and playing the piano in the pub isn’t 
fulfilling 19-year-old Trixie Smith’s idea of helping Britain win the war. 
One day she sees a poster advertising the Women’s Timber Corps and 
decides to sign up – soon she is on her way to Scotland for four weeks 
of training to become a Lumberjill. On her journey north she meets Cy, 
an American soldier on leave. Their attraction is instant and although 
their time with one another is brief, they promise that they’ll be together 
as soon as the war is over. But training to become a Lumberjill is hard; 
felling trees and hauling timber is dangerous and exhausting. Luckily 
Trixie quickly makes friends with three of her fellow Lumberjills. Each of 
them has different reasons for signing up, but running away from your 
problems doesn’t make them disappear.

Libby Ashworth
A Mother’s Fight
After her husband Jack is transported to Australia as a convict, Hannah 
and her children are sent to the workhouse. Hearing nothing from  
Jack and believing he’s dead, Hannah reluctantly agrees to marry widower 
Ellis Duxbury. But her children must remain in the workhouse, and when 
they are sent away as apprentices, it’s up to Hannah to track them down. 
On Christmas Eve, Hannah is blessed with a miracle when Jack returns to 
the village. Yet more trouble lies ahead as Hannah is arrested, accused of 
bigamy and threatened with deportation herself. Having fought so long 
for her and her children’s freedom, Hannah must once more dig deep to 
keep her family together.

CD
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MP3
1 D/L

Read by Tamsin Kennard

9 hours 10 minutes

FAMILY SAGA
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Read by Katy Sobey

8 hours 10 minutes

FAMILY SAGA

Catherine Cookson
Tilly Trotter Widowed
Tilly was first a rich man’s mistress, then a frontier wife, and now a 
widow. With her two children, half-blind Willy and her adopted daughter, 
Josefina, Tilly returns to Highfield Manor, where she’d started her life 
working as a nursemaid all those years ago. But Tilly is now a rich woman 
with Highfield, the estate and mine all hers. At 35, she is white-haired, 
but as spirited and as magnetic to men as ever. Her reputation as a witch 
continues to grow among the villagers, ever hostile and suspicious, but 
she is supported by faithful friends and warm memories. There is still 
much in store for Tilly: old loves and enmities provide fresh challenges, 
and the final shaping of her destiny makes this novel a most absorbing 
and vividly dramatic story.

Read by Anne Dover

11 hours 15 minutes

FAMILY SAGA
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Rosie Hendry
A Wartime Welcome at  
Rookery House
October 1940. When VAD nurse Evie narrowly escapes being killed in an 
air raid during the London Blitz, it propels her to make a life-changing 
decision to break free of her troubled and unhappy life. She escapes to 
the Norfolk countryside to start afresh, with a job at the newly opened 
Great Plumstead Hall hospital, and a wonderful new home at Rookery 
House. The community of Great Plumstead welcomes evacuees to the 
village – mothers and children bombed out of their London homes. Sisters 
Prue and Thea, along with members of The Mother’s Day Club, help the 
new arrivals settle in, while continuing their work for the war effort by 
holding knitting bees and doing WVS work. But when a patient arrives 
who knew her in her former life, Evie’s newfound freedom and happiness 
are in danger. Will the secrets of 
her past be revealed?

Read by Patience Tomlinson

8 hours

FAMILY SAGA
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https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399127783
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Emma Hornby
A Daughter’s War
For Renee Rushmore, the arrival of war brings some much-needed 
freedom. Her father rules the house with an iron fist and, lately, his 
attentions towards her have turned more sinister. Desperate to escape 
him, and with men leaving for battle in their droves, she finds work on 
an understaffed farm, where she meets kindly lad Jimmy. She soon finds 
that her feelings for Jimmy go beyond friendship, but when he is called up 
to war, and she’s thrown off the farm due to a misunderstanding, Renee 
is forced to return home. Jimmy’s safe return is her only hope of a happy 
future, but the end of the war is a long way off, and her father is getting 
worse. Will she be able to survive the bombs, the separation from Jimmy 
and her father’s cruelty?

Lynn Johnson
The Potteries Girls on the 
Home Front
Needing to find a job, Betty Dean is sent into service at Stowford 
House. The work is gruelling, and her dreams of making something of 
herself seem further out of reach. When Betty is forced to leave after a 
scandalous incident, she feels that her life is over – until a new job on 
the trams throws her a lifeline. Meeting fellow tram girls Connie and Jean 
brings the joy of friendship, even if Betty struggles with having to keep 
secrets from her new pals. When soldier Duncan Kennedy enters Betty’s 
life, it seems that she may finally find the love she’s always wanted. But 
opening herself up to someone new isn’t easy, and when he leaves for 
the front, she finds herself alone once again. As the Great War rumbles 
on, Betty’s life in the Potteries is full of its battles...
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Read by Julia Franklin

10 hours 30 minutes

FAMILY SAGA

Read by Penelope Freeman

7 hours 45 minutes

FAMILY SAGA
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Introducing Gina Kirkham... 
Gina Kirkham had a fulfilling career with Merseyside Police before retiring. She now writes cosy mysteries  
based on her experiences as a police officer and Murders at the Winterbottom Women’s Institute is the first in a 
new series. 

What inspired the story behind Murders at the Winterbottom Women’s Institute? 
I’ve been so lucky over the last five years to be on the Speakers List for the Women’s Institute, so I have the pleasure 
of visiting their groups to have a chat about my career as a police officer and as a writer…Driving home from one 
particular meeting I regaled my hubby with the story of one very lovely, but extremely elderly lady that had fallen 
asleep mid-way through my talk producing the most melodic snoring for 20 minutes, much to the amusement 
of everyone there. Actively encouraged by my hubby, it gave me a eureka moment. I had a complete jumble of 
characters chasing each other around my head as I hit the M56 motorway, all trying to talk at the same time, all 
giving me their traits, their names and their blessing to write about them.

How much of your writing is rooted in your experiences as a police officer?
Gosh, that’s a good question, quite a lot really. As a police officer, as with all emergency services, you develop quite a dark sense of humour. It’s a 
coping mechanism. If you didn’t laugh, you’d cry at some of the incidents you have to deal with…I also became very adept at ‘people watching’, a 
valuable tool when on patrol. Body language, tiny nuances in eye contact, speech etc., all make for a bigger picture. I still do it all the time, that’s 
where I find my characters for my books…I have been retired almost ten years now, so although some parts of policing haven’t changed at all, I’m 
not up to date on a lot of current policing protocols, forensic developments etc., so I still have to either collaborate for research purposes with my old 
colleagues who are still serving, or rely on good old Mr Google – I’d actually be mortified if anyone saw my search history, my latest search was ‘how 
long would it take to suffocate face first in a lemon drizzle cake’! Although my books are light-hearted humour and fiction, I still like to be factually 
correct as nothing spoils it for a reader if there is a glaring inaccuracy.

Introduce us to Prunella Pearce. What’s facing her at the start of the book?
Prunella, or Pru as she likes to be known, is fast approaching her forties. She is a lover of books and a librarian to boot, so 
what’s not to love about her. She’s funny, sassy and is desperate to find love again after a failed long-term relationship had 
ended abruptly.

Tell us about Winterbottom. Is it based on anywhere we know?
Winterbottom is completely fictitious and lives only in my imagination, but I hope readers will also take the little village 
to their hearts as much as I did. My main talks for the WIs are for The Cheshire Federation, so I have had many happy 
evenings arriving early for my bookings so that hubby and I can take a little stroll around the leafy Cheshire villages that the  
WI groups are part of. Some feel as though you have jumped into the pages of a book and are in a 1950s Agatha Christie  
Miss Marple story, they are so beautiful and quaint, often untouched by progress and modernisation.
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Sharron Booth
The Silence of Water
When Fan’s mum Agnes announces that the family is moving to Western 
Australia to take care of Agnes’s father – a man they’ve never spoken of 
before now – Fan finds herself a stranger in a new town, living in a home 
whose currents and tensions she cannot read or understand. Resentful of 
her mother’s decision to move, Fan forms an alliance with her grandfather, 
Edwin Salt, a convict transported to Australia in 1861. As she listens to 
memories of his former life in England, Fan starts snooping around the 
house, riffling through Edwin’s belongings in an attempt to fill the gaps 
in his stories. But the secrets Fan uncovers will test the family’s fragile 
bonds forever, and force Edwin into a final reckoning with the brutality of 
his past.

Toni Jordan
Dinner with the Schnabels
Things haven’t gone well for Simon Larsen lately. He adores his wife 
Tansy and his children, but since his business failed and he lost the family 
home, he can’t seem to get off the couch. His larger-than-life in-laws, 
the Schnabels – Tansy’s mother, sister, and brother – won’t get off his 
case. To keep everyone happy, Simon needs to do one little job: he has a 
week to landscape a friend’s backyard for an important Schnabel family 
event. But as the week progresses, Simon is derailed by the arrival of an 
unexpected house guest. Then he discovers Tansy is harbouring a secret. 
As his world spins out of control, who can he really count on when the 
chips are down?

Read by Ian Bliss

9 hours 30 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

Read by Deryn Edwards

8 hours 5 minutes

HISTORICAL FICTION
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Shelley Burr
Wake
Mina McCreery’s sister Evelyn disappeared nineteen years ago. Her life 
since has been defined by the intense public interest in the case. Now 
an anxious and reclusive adult, she lives alone on her family’s destocked 
sheep farm. When Lane, a private investigator, approaches her with an 
offer to reinvestigate the case, she rejects him. The attention has had 
nothing but negative consequences for her and her family, and never 
brought them closer to an answer. Lane wins Mina’s trust when his 
unconventional methods show promise – but he has his own motivations 
for wanting to solve the case. And his obsession with finding the answer 
will ultimately risk both their lives...
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Read by Jacquie Brennan

10 hours 55 minutes

MYSTERY

Annie Seaton
Healing His Heart
Bestselling author Liam Wyndham needs an escape. Noosa, with its 
small-town charm and beautiful ocean, is the perfect place to hide out 
from the scandal surrounding his estranged dead wife. A place where 
he can enjoy his writer’s block in sweet isolation. But all of his plans to 
become a surly recluse disappear when carpenter Georgie Sacchi marches 
into his house... Georgie wants an adventure, and she has a plane ticket 
that promises her everything: excitement, independence, and a way to 
escape the memory of her last ruined relationship. Still, she has one last 
job to complete before she can leave the country. And the last thing she 
needs is a recalcitrant author distracting her from her plans...

Read by Olivia Beardsley

6 hours 40 minutes

ROMANCE
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Olivia Hayfield
Notorious
Everyone has heard of the Snows. Belle: world-famous singer of Woodville 
fame. Her husband Teddy: acclaimed actor by day, notorious party animal 
by night. Their children: Emma, Pearl, Crystal, Elfred, and River. Emma 
Snow wants three things: to become a writer, own a cat, and never think 
about Rowan Bosworth again. Darkly handsome with a tragic past, Emma 
should know better than to be in love with him. She’s never sure whether 
he actually likes her, or if she’s just a pawn in one of the twisted games 
he likes to play. One Valentine’s Day, a terrible event occurs which rips the 
Snows apart. Determined to uncover the truth, Emma is forced to delve 
into the dark underbelly of her celebrity family – and decide whether to 
think with her heart or her head. Because when you’re surrounded by 
rumours, it’s difficult to see the truth...

J.P. Pomare
The Wrong Woman
Reid left both the police force and the small town of Manson a decade 
ago, promising his boss he’d never return. He made a new life in the 
city, became a PI, and turned his back on his old life for good. Now an 
insurance firm has offered him good money to look into a suspicious car 
crash, and he finds himself back in the place he grew up – home to his 
complicated family history, a scarring relationship breakdown, and a very 
public career-ending incident. As Reid’s investigation unfolds, nothing is 
as it seems: rumours are swirling about the woman who was driving at 
the time of the accident which killed her professor husband, and the Chief 
of Police’s daughter has disappeared. As Reid veers off course from the 
job he has been paid to do, will he find himself in the dangerous position 
of taking on the town again?

Read by Polly Edsell

12 hours 35 minutes

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE
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Read by Anthea Greco &  
Nick Ravenswood

10 hours 40 minutes

MYSTERY
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Emma Styles
No Country for Girls
A man is dead, and now that Charlie and Nao are unwilling accomplices 
in his murder, there’s only one thing to do: hit the road in the victim’s 
pickup, with a bag of stolen gold stashed under the passenger seat. 
Suddenly criminals with the full weight of the law on their backs, they 
must make their way across Australia’s unforgiving landscape using only 
their wits to survive. They will be forced to subvert every expectation 
placed upon them to evade capture, and escape with their lives...

Allie Reynolds
The Bay
Kenna arrives in Sydney to surprise her best friend, shocked to hear she’s 
going to marry a guy she’s only just met. But Mikki and her fiancé Jack 
are about to head away on a trip, so Kenna finds herself tagging along 
for the ride. Sorrow Bay is beautiful, wild and dangerous. A remote surfing 
spot with waves to die for, cut off from the rest of the world. Here Kenna 
meets the mysterious group of people who will do anything to keep their 
paradise a secret. And as she is drawn into their world, she sees the 
extremes they are prepared to go to for the next thrill. Everyone seems to 
be hiding something. What has Mikki become involved in, and how can 
Kenna get her away? For one thing is rapidly becoming clear about The 
Bay: nobody ever leaves...

Read by Helen Keeley plus more

10 hours 40 minutes

MYSTERY
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Read by Abby-Lee Lewis & 
Jodie Harris

8 hours

THRILLER
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Michael Bennett
Better the Blood
Hana Westerman is a tenacious Maori detective juggling single 
motherhood and the pressures of her career in Auckland’s Central 
Investigation Branch. When she’s led to a crime scene by a mysterious 
video, she discovers a man hanging in a secret room. As Hana and her 
team work to track down the culprit, other deaths lead her to think that 
they are searching for New Zealand’s first serial killer. With little to go 
on, Hana must use all her experience as a police officer to try and find 
a motive to these apparently unrelated murders. What she eventually 
discovers is a link to an historic crime that leads back to the brutal bloody 
colonisation of New Zealand. Then the pursuit becomes frighteningly 
personal, and Hana realises that, whilst her heritage is key to finding the 
killer, their agenda of revenge may include her – and her family...

Sherryl Clark
Mad, Bad and Dead
Already struggling to juggle co-running Candlebark’s pub/bistro along 
with her new childcare responsibilities, the last thing Judi Westerholme 
needs right now is more stress. Yet, as usual, it arrives in spades: she 
starts receiving threatening late-night phone calls before discovering 
one of her best employees, Kate, shot dead in her bed. Once again, Judi 
finds herself at the centre of a murder investigation, as well as the hunt 
for Kate’s fourteen-year-old daughter who has been missing since the 
murder. Add in the uncertainty of her relationship with D.S. Heath and  
the fact that her estranged mother’s nursing home keeps calling to urge 
her to visit, and Judi might finally be at breaking point...
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Read by Kirsty Gillmore

10 hours 35 minutes

MYSTERY

Reader to be confirmed

8 hours 45 minutes

MYSTERY
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Peter Papathanasiou
The Invisible
Burnt out from police work, Detective Sergeant George Manolis flies 
from Australia to Greece for a holiday. Recently divorced and mourning 
the death of his father, who emigrated from the turbulent Prespes  
region, Manolis hopes to reconnect with his roots and heritage. On 
arrival, Manolis learns of the disappearance of an ‘invisible’ – a local man 
who lives without a scrap of paperwork. The police and some neighbours 
believe the vanishing was pre-planned, while others suspect foul play. 
Reluctantly, Manolis agrees to work undercover to find the missing 
man, and must navigate the complicated relationships of a tiny village 
where grudges run deep. It soon becomes clear that he may never locate 
someone who, for all intents and purposes, doesn’t exist. And with the 
clock ticking on his investigation, the ghosts of the past continue to haunt 
the events of today...

Read by Daniel Fletcher

10 hours 25 minutes

MYSTERY
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Karen Herbert
The Cast Aways of Harewood Hall
Josh is a sweet, well-meaning university student with a big heart. After 
he impulsively steals two research mice from a campus laboratory, he 
hides them in the basement of Harewood Hall, a venerable building in 
the retirement village where he works. The mice are happy, Josh is happy 
– until he discovers that his charges might be carrying a deadly disease. 
Enter a curious cat called Harley, a devilish dog called Bobby, the arrival 
of some mysterious packing boxes, and a strange spike in the village’s  
water bill. As the clock ticks and disaster looms, can the residents of 
Harewood Hall save the day?
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Read by Simon Mattacks

8 hours 10 minutes

GENERAL FICTION
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Margot Bennett
The Widow of Bath
Hugh Everton was intent on nothing more than quietly drinking in the 
second-rate hotel he found himself in on England’s south coast – and 
then in walked his old flame Lucy and her new husband and ex-Judge, 
Gregory Bath. Entreated by Lucy to join her party for an evening back 
at the Bath residence, Hugh is powerless to resist, but when the night 
ends with the judge’s inexplicable murder he is pitched back into a 
world of chaos and crime – a world he had tried to escape for good. 
First published in 1952, The Widow of Bath offers intricate puzzles, 
international intrigue, and a richly evoked portrait of post-war Britain, 
all delivered with Bennett’s signature brand of witty and elegant prose.
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Read by John Telfer

8 hours

CLASSIC CRIME
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Read by Julia Franklin

8 hours 45 minutes

MYSTERY

Martin Edwards
The Cipher Garden
In the peaceful Lake District village of Old Sawrey, a murderer strikes. 
Warren Howe, a husband and father of two, is brutally slaughtered 
with his own scythe by a mysterious hooded figure. The police manage 
to identify several suspects, but due to the lack of evidence they fail to 
make an arrest. Years later an anonymous tip-off sparks the interest of  
DCI Hannah Scarlett, who heads the local Cold Case Review Team. 
Scarlett’s investigations lead her to suspect Howe’s widow, Tina. 
Meanwhile, someone is sending vicious poison pen letters to Tina and 
her two children. With the help of a historian, Inspector Scarlett delves 
deeper and deeper in her quest for the truth, discovering old sins that are 
casting long shadows. The clues are eventually pieced together, leading to 
a shocking revelation that will change Hannah’s life forever.

Natalie Jenner
Bloomsbury Girls
One bookshop. Fifty-one rules. Three women who break  
them all.

Bloomsbury Books has resisted change for a hundred years, run by men 
and guided by the general manager’s unbreakable rules. But after the 
turmoil of war, the women in the shop have plans. The brilliant and stylish 
Vivien Lowry has a long list of grievances, the biggest of which is Alec 
McDonough, the head of fiction. Loyal Grace Perkins has been working 
to support her family following her husband’s breakdown after the war, 
while torn between duty and dreams of her own. Fiercely bright Evie 
Stone was one of the first female Cambridge students to earn a degree 
but was denied an academic position in favour of a less accomplished 
male rival. As they interact with literary figures of the time, Vivien, Grace 
and Evie plot out a future that is 
richer and more rewarding than 
anything society will allow.
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Read by Juliet Stevenson

10 hours 20 minutes

HISTORICAL FICTION

Edward Marston
The Hawks of Delamere
Hugh d’Avranches, Earl of Chester, is enraged when his hawk is killed 
by an arrow in the Forest of Delamere. When two poachers are caught, 
he orders their execution yet neither of them fired the arrow. As Ralph 
Delchard and Gervase Bret come to Cheshire to settle a series of disputes 
between Church and State, they are guests of the Earl. But when they 
explore the castle and discover that the Prince of Gwynedd is being held 
there as a hostage, a number of questions arise. Who is trying to rescue 
him? Why is Idwal, the overzealous Welsh priest, lurking in the city? And 
whose arrow is responsible for a gruesome human death in the forest?
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Read by David Thorpe

7 hours 25 minutes

HISTORICAL MYSTERY
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Sue McDonagh
Summer of Hopes and Dreams
Rosie Bunting has spent her life caring for others, often at the expense 
of her own hopes and dreams. But when she overhears somebody 
describing her as ‘boring’, she decides it’s time for a change. Little does 
she realise that the outdoor pursuits weekend brochure handed to her at 
the local Art Café will kick start a summer that will see her abseiling down 
a Welsh cliff face in ‘eye watering’ leggings, rediscovering her artistic side 
and unexpectedly inheriting an old fire engine. It also involves meeting 
hunky outdoor instructor, Gareth Merwyn-Jones – although of course 
he’d never be interested in Dozy Rosie Bunting...would he?

Teresa Messineo
What We May Become
Tuscany, 1945. As the war in Europe ends, American Red Cross nurse 
Diana Bolsena finds herself separated from her unit. Unable to reconnect 
with the American army, she’s left to survive with nothing but her spirit, 
her talents as a nurse, and her nightmares of the horror of war. Although 
determined to return to active duty in the Pacific, Diana begins caring for 
a child with disabilities on the estate of the enigmatic Signora Bugari. 
Amidst the ravages of war, it is a peaceful existence until a visiting 
German officer, Herr Adler, arrives demanding Bugari return what is 
rightfully his. When a shocking murder attracts more people to the 
isolated estate, Diana suspects Adler’s hidden secrets could affect  
the course of history. But who will uncover them first? And what will 
happen to humanity if they fall into the wrong hands?
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Read by Katherine Fenton

8 hours 35 minutes

HISTORICAL FICTION

Sheila O’Flanagan
What Eden Did Next
‘One of my favourite authors’  Marian Keyes

Five years after the death of her firefighter husband, Eden knows better 
than anyone that life can change in an instant. Now, instead of the future 
she had planned with Andy, she has Lila – the daughter he never got the 
chance to meet. And instead of Andy, she has his family. Then Eden meets 
someone. Someone she knew before Andy, before Lila, before the tragedy. 
Someone who reminds her of how she used to be. But Andy’s mother has 
other plans. And Eden is facing an impossible choice. One that could tear 
a family apart...
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Read by Aoife McMahon

11 hours 40 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

Janet MacLeod Trotter
The Diamond Daughter
Filled with excitement and trepidation, Jeanie Munro is returning to India 
and her husband Mungo, having been forced apart from him by the 
Second World War. Together, they can start their longed-for family. But 
post-war India is in a ferment of change and the undercurrents of tension 
begin to disturb their tranquillity. Still grieving for her beloved brother, 
killed in action, Jeanie tries to make the most of her new life. Her only 
true friends are the Lomaxes, a family haunted by scandal and owners of 
the glamorous Raj Hotel. She is especially drawn to handsome, fun-loving 
Rick – but knows she must not allow their mutual attraction to grow. 
Then, just as Jeanie is becoming reconciled to her lot, long-buried secrets 
come to light that shake her world to the core – and leave her facing the 
hardest decisions of her life.
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Read by Lesley Mackie
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Read by Charlotte Strevens

10 hours 10 minutes
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Peter Hore
Bletchley Park’s Secret Source
Churchill’s Wrens and the Y Service in  
World War II

The World War II codebreaking station at Bletchley is well known and 
its activities documented in detail. Its decryption capabilities were vital 
to the war effort, significantly aiding the Allied victory. But where did 
the messages being deciphered come from in the first place? This is the 
extraordinary untold story of the Y service, a secret even more closely 
guarded than Bletchley Park. ‘Y service’ was the code for the chain of 
wireless intercept stations around Britain and all over the world. Hundreds 
of wireless operators, many of them civilians, listened to German, Italian 
and Japanese radio networks and meticulously logged everything they 
heard. Some messages were then 
used tactically but most were sent 
on to Station X – Bletchley Park 
– where they were deciphered, 
translated and consolidated to 
build a comprehensive overview 
of the enemy’s movements and 
intentions.
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Read by David Thorpe
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John Dickson Carr
The Lost Gallows
As the thick, autumnal fog chokes the capital, within the fire-lit lounge 
of London’s notorious Brimstone Club a bizarre tale is being spun for 
Inspector Bencolin and his friend Jeff Marle. A member of the club has 
been sent a model of a tiny gallows, and the word is that the folkloric 
hangman Jack Ketch has been stalking the streets for victims by night. 
The threat of this supposed bogeyman becomes thrillingly real when that 
same night Bencolin and Marle are almost run down by a limousine with 
a corpse behind the wheel. When an ominous message claims the car’s 
passenger has been taken to the gallows at Ruination Street for hanging, 
the detective and his associate venture into the night to discover the 
truth behind the terrifying Ketch and a street which cannot be found on 
any map.
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Read by John Telfer

8 hours

CLASSIC CRIME

Iris Gower
A Royal Ambition
King Henry V’s beautiful widow, Catherine, is determined to marry Owen 
Tudor, a Welsh gentleman-at-arms. But her life decisions are not her 
own, overshadowed as she is by more powerful men who are closer to 
the Throne. The Duke of Bedford would marry her off to a foreign prince, 
Henry Beaufort would give his allegiance in exchange for a Cardinal’s hat, 
and the handsome Duke of Gloucester, brother of the dead king, openly 
desires her. Added to that, her son, the King, is a weak child who turns 
like a straw in the wind. She must use all her wits and courage if she is 
to forge a new life for herself...
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Read by Deryn Edwards

5 hours 45 minutes

HISTORICAL FICTION

Tim Hodkinson
The Waste Land
The second in an adventure-filled historical series, perfect for 
fans of George R.R. Martin.

AD1316. Ireland has been drawn into the bitter war between Scotland 
and England. Richard Savage thought he had left the war behind, but 
arch enemy Edward Bruce won’t let him just walk away. Savage stole 
something from him, and there are no depths to which he will not 
descend to get it back. To force Savage’s return, Bruce takes what is 
most dear to him: his daughter Galiene. To rescue her, Savage must 
voyage back to an Ireland devastated by war and decimated by famine, 
where Scottish invaders ravage the countryside. Soon, Savage’s personal 
mission becomes entangled with the battles tearing Ireland apart, and he 
finds himself on a final, desperate raid. This is his only chance to save his 
daughter and turn the tide of war 
in Ireland’s favour – and he’s not 
going to waste it...

Read by Seán Barrett

13 hours 10 minutes
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Gina Kirkham
Murders at the Winterbottom 
Women’s Institute
It’s a quiet English village – except for one crazed murderer – 
in this delightful new cosy mystery.

Librarian Prunella Pearce has left heartbreak behind to start a new life 
in the village of Winterbottom, where there’s little social life to be had 
aside from the meetings of The Winterbottom Women’s Institute at the 
parish hall. But a bit of excitement ensues when the group is about to 
elect a new president – and the nominees for the position begin dropping 
like flies. One is found face down in a lemon drizzle cake stabbed with 
a crochet hook. Another dies spectacularly in the revolving doors of 
a Harrogate hotel. When Pru and her friend Bree agree to do some 
undercover snooping to help the 
police, little do they know that one 
of the Winterbottom women is 
hiding a scandalous secret...
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Read by Julia Franklin

8 hours 55 minutes
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Louise Morrish
Operation Moonlight
‘Wonderfully moving. A book to curl up with.’  Fern Britton

1944. Newly recruited SOE agent Elisabeth Shepherd is faced with an 
impossible mission: to parachute behind enemy lines into Nazi-occupied 
France and monitor the new long-range missiles the Germans are 
working on. Her only advice? Trust absolutely no one. With danger lurking 
at every turn, one wrong move for Elisabeth could spell instant death. 
2018. Betty is about to celebrate her 100th birthday. With her carer Tali 
at her side, she receives an invite from the Century Society to reminisce 
on the past. Remembering a life shrouded in secrecy and danger, Betty 
remains tight-lipped. But when Tali finds a box filled with maps, letters 
and a gun hidden in Betty’s cellar, it becomes clear that Betty’s secrets 
are about to be uncovered...
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Read by Kristin Atherton

10 hours 30 minutes
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Chris Penhall
Finding Summer Happiness
Miriam Ryan was the MD of a successful events and catering company, 
but these days even the thought of chopping an onion sends her stress 
levels sky rocketing. A retreat to the Welsh village of her childhood 
holidays seems to offer the escape she’s craving – just peace, quiet, 
no people, a generous supply of ready meals...did she mention no 
people? Enter a cheery pub landlord, a lovesick letting agent, a grumpy 
astronomer with a fridge raiding habit – not to mention a surprise supper 
club that requires the chopping of many onions – and Miriam realises 
her escape has turned into exactly what she was trying to get away from, 
but could that be just the thing she needs to allow a little bit of summer 
happiness into her life?

Read by Claire Morgan

9 hours 20 minutes

ROMANCE

Peter Tremayne
Death of a Heretic
Ireland AD672. The abbey of Muman at Imleach Iubhair is being 
renovated when its guests’ hostel burns to the ground. There is one 
fatality: Bishop Brodulf of Luxovium, a distinguished visitor and cousin to 
the King of Franks. Sister Fidelma is asked by Abbot Cuán to investigate 
the unfortunate incident and soon finds that the bishop had been 
stabbed to death before the fire had even started. Thrown into a world of 
treachery and jealousy, where religious beliefs are vehemently disputed, 
Fidelma and her companions, Eadulf and Enda, face a barrier of deceit. 
The abbey, a leading ecclesiastical teaching institution as well as a 
conhospitae, housing both men and women, is divided into factions. As 
more deaths follow, Fidelma must use her wit and ingenuity to unravel 
the complexities of this intricate mystery.
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Read by Caroline Lennon

11 hours 5 minutes
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Anne Booth
Small Miracles
Three nuns play the lottery to save their failing convent, resulting in a 
story of friendship, community, faith and love. The 1990s are proving 
tough for the convent. The order of the Sisters of Saint Philomena is down 
to its three last nuns. The place that Sisters Margaret, Bridget and Cecilia 
call home is in dire need of repairs and, with no savings and no new 
recruits, they are facing the prospect of having to sell up and leave behind 
the friends and neighbours in the parish community that they love. That 
is, until 90-year-old Cecilia decides to play the newly launched National 
Lottery and a series of small miracles begins to unfold...
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Read by Stella McCusker

8 hours 35 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

Jim Eldridge
Murder at the Victoria and  
Albert Museum
17th May 1899. Queen Victoria lays the foundation stone on the site of 
a new museum being built in South Kensington, which she names as 
The Victoria and Albert Museum. Shortly after, Daniel Wilson and Abigail 
Fenton are called to the site because the dead body of a man, Andrew 
Page, has been found in one of the trenches. The more Wilson and Fenton 
dig, the more they discover other potential motives for Page’s murder, 
some with potentially explosive implications for the Royals and the 
Government. They will have to tread carefully as someone is determined 
that they will not uncover any more.
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Read by Peter Wickham

8 hours 20 minutes
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Kate Ellis
Serpent’s Point
DI Wesley Peterson returns in an enthralling new mystery

Serpent’s Point in South Devon is the focus of local legends. The large 
house on the headland is shrouded in an ancient tale of evil, and when a 
woman is found strangled on the coastal path nearby, DI Wesley Peterson 
is called in to investigate. The woman had been house-sitting at Serpent’s 
Point and Wesley is surprised to discover that she was conducting an 
investigation of her own into unsolved missing persons cases. Could 
these enquires have led to her murder? While the case takes Wesley to 
Yorkshire and the Cotswolds, his friend, archaeologist Neil Watson, is 
making a dramatic discovery of his own in the fields nearby. Then, when a 
skeleton is uncovered, the pressure rises to find a killer – and Wesley and 
Neil find out that Serpent’s Point holds more secrets than anyone could 
have imagined.

Read by Gordon Griffin MBE

9 hours 45 minutes
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Martin Edwards
The Arsenic Labyrinth
Daniel Kind’s relationship with Miranda is on the rocks. After the bright 
lights of London, Miranda feels isolated in the Lake District and Daniel 
fears that she will just up and leave. And Miranda wouldn’t be the first: 
ten years ago Emma Bestwick left her cottage and never returned. Her 
disappearance went unaccounted for, much to the chagrin of DCI Hannah 
Scarlett, head of the local Cold Case Review Team. But in a small, rural 
community, someone is bound to know something. And that someone 
has recently started calling the local newspaper and dropping hints about 
Emma’s death. With the case reopened, Hannah and Daniel are drawn 
together again, and discover to their cost that one person will preserve 
the secrets of the past at any price.
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Read by Julia Franklin

9 hours 25 minutes

MYSTERY
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Susanna Gregory
The Pudding Lane Plot
As the people and businesses of London are quickly recovering from the 
ravages of the plague, in Westminster, plans are afoot for a grandiose ball 
in honour of a long-dead but English-born Pope. Meanwhile, the markets 
and coffee houses in the city are awash with rumours of war and portents 
of a coming disaster. Mysterious killings at both ends of the capital have 
been caused by an unusually long, slender blade, and Thomas Chaloner 
is ordered to investigate. This leads him into a tapestry of conspiracy, 
outlandish claims of the Second Coming, the reappearance of a number 
of regicides and ever more brazen killings. As the date of the great ball 
looms closer, Chaloner fears that there is a dangerously credible 
conspiracy against the throne, and he has very little time to prevent 
history from repeating itself...
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Read by Gordon Griffin MBE

12 hours 30 minutes

HISTORICAL MYSTERY

Cynthia Harrod-Eagles
The Affairs of Ashmore Castle
The second novel in the Ashmore Castle series, perfect for 
fans of Downton Abbey.

England, 1903. Giles, the new Earl of Stainton, is struggling to bring his 
family’s estate back to order after the death of his father, and he has 
little time for his pregnant wife Kitty. She lives in fear of her mother-in-
law, who won’t give up the reins of the household. Will she ever truly 
be mistress of Ashmore Castle? Meanwhile, the Earl’s younger sisters 
are having their first taste of romance, but not necessarily with the 
right people. Richard is pursuing his forbidden relationship with Molly, 
while Nina makes a lively new friend who leads her straight into trouble 
and pushes her relationship with her husband to the limit. And below 
stairs, ambition, jealousy and revenge stalk the corridors, while a tragic 
suicide, a tender romance, and 
finally a mysterious disappearance 
challenge the castle’s residents, 
both high and low...
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Read by Penelope Freeman

14 hours 50 minutes
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Marie Laval
Happy Dreams at Mermaid Cove
When Jenna Palmer agrees to the new position of mobile librarian on the 
tiny Arrandale peninsular of the Isle of Skye, she knows she’s signing up 
for difficult working conditions and mediocre wages. But Jenna needs to 
get away, and a little yellow mobile library called Buttercup could be her 
escape to happier dreams...However, whilst Jenna can get to grips with 
foggy island roads, local mermaid legends and even big purple monsters, 
she never expected to have to contend with a boss as grumpy as Daniel 
McGregor, or a young book lover as enthusiastic as his niece, Katrina. 
Arrandale might represent Jenna’s safe port in a storm, but could she 
and Buttercup also become a beacon of hope to Daniel, Katrina and the 
entire island community?

Read by Sarah Barron

11 hours 10 minutes
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Bernard J. Farmer
Death of a Bookseller
An honest policeman, Sergeant Wigan, escorts a drunk man home one 
night to keep him out of trouble and, seeing his fine book collection, 
slowly falls into the gentle art of book collecting. Just as the friendship is 
blossoming, the policeman’s book-collecting friend is murdered. To solve 
the mystery of why the victim was killed, and which of his rare books was 
taken, Wigan dives into the world of ‘runners’ and book collectors, where 
avid agents will gladly cut you for a first edition and then offer you a lift 
home afterwards.

Read by Nick Rawlinson

7 hours 20 minutes
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Isabelle Broom
The Summer Trip
It’s been 18 years since Ava spent the summer on the Greek island of 
Corfu, but she has never forgotten what happened during those months 
– or who she left behind. Now single, estranged from her family, and 
preparing to wave her daughter off to university, Ava’s life seems a million 
miles away from the one she dreamed about as a teenager – a life now 
being lived by her sister instead. When Ava decides to return to Corfu for 
the summer, she knows she must finally face the place and the people 
that broke her heart. But with old resentments festering, long-buried 
secrets lurking, and familiar feelings resurfacing, it looks set to be a 
holiday that will change all their lives forever.

Charlotte Butterfield
By This Time Tomorrow
Jessica Bay has it all – and it’s all too much. Between moody teenagers, 
a hectic job and a husband who can recall that the last time they slept 
together was 632 days ago but somehow can’t remember to put the bins 
out, Jess is close to breaking point. Desperate for change, she moves 
the family to a tiny island in the English Channel. An island that has a 
secret: it can take you back in time to relive any day in your past. To have 
another go at doing it right. But as Jess becomes dizzy with the fact that 
she can, she forgets to consider if she should. Because changing even one 
moment in your past will change your whole future in unknowable ways. 
How much of her supposedly imperfect life is Jess willing to gamble?

S.J. Butler
Deadly Lesson
‘S.J. Butler writes like a dream and tells tales from the stuff of 
nightmares...This is high-octane crime fiction’  Tony Parsons

When a dead body is discovered in a house near the university, Detective 
Chief Inspector Jack Hogan and his team are left baffled by the viciousness 
of the assault. And with very little to go on, the questions quickly mount 
up. But when another victim turns up with the same distinguishing mark 
etched on their skin – one that links the victims to an anarchist group – 
it becomes clear that a depraved and calculating serial killer is at large. 
With the murderer always one step ahead, time is of the essence and  
DCI Hogan must act fast before another life is taken.

Reverend Richard Coles
Murder Before Evensong
‘I’ve been waiting for a novel with vicars, rude old ladies, 
murder and sausage dogs...et voila!’  Dawn French

Canon Daniel Clement is Rector of Champton. He has been there for eight 
years, living at the Rectory alongside his widowed mother – opinionated, 
fearless, ever-so-slightly annoying Audrey – and his two dachshunds, 
Cosmo and Hilda. When Daniel announces a plan to install a lavatory 
in church, the parish is suddenly (and unexpectedly) divided: as lines 
are drawn, long-buried secrets come dangerously close to destroying 
the apparent calm of the village. And then Anthony Bowness – cousin 
to Bernard de Floures, patron of Champton – is found dead at the back 
of the church, stabbed in the neck with a pair of secateurs. As the police 
moves in and the bodies start piling up, Daniel is the only one who can try 
and keep his fractured community 
together...and catch a killer.

Read by Polly Edsell

11 hours 
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M.W. Craven
The Botanist
Detective Sergeant Washington Poe can count on one hand the number 
of friends he has. And he’d still have his thumb left. There’s the insanely 
brilliant civilian analyst Tilly Bradshaw, his beleaguered boss, Detective 
Inspector Stephanie Flynn, and his nearest neighbour, Victoria. And then 
there’s Estelle Doyle. Her father’s murder appears to be an open and shut 
case, but Estelle has firearms discharge residue on her hands and the 
only footprints going into the house are hers. Since her arrest she’s only 
said three words: ‘Tell Washington Poe.’ Meanwhile, a poisoner the press 
have dubbed the Botanist is sending high profile celebrities poems and 
pressed flowers. The killer seems to be able to walk through walls and, 
regardless of the security measures the police take, he seems to be able 
to kill with impunity...

Karen King
The Spanish Wedding Disaster
Some people are romantics. Some aren’t. When Sophie and Maddie are 
summoned to a mysterious, top-secret meeting by their best friend Kate’s 
partner, and told that he’s planning to whisk Kate away for a surprise 
wedding in Gibraltar, it’s immediately clear that bubbly florist Sophie is a 
total romantic. And that freewheeling, purple-haired Maddie is not. Soon, 
Maddie finds herself reluctantly organising venues, planners and 
ceremonies; trying not to think of her own memories of Andalucia,  
and those she’s lost touch with there. Meanwhile Sophie’s hoping this 
dreamy gesture might spur on her own boyfriend to similar plans...and 
absolutely not thinking at all about Kate’s gorgeous brother-in-law-to-be. 
But Kate’s got no idea what’s going on. And as the stresses pile up and 
the group jet off to the sunny south, it seems it’s not just Kate who might 
get a surprise in Spain – one that 
could change everything...

Annie Robertson
Summer at Primrose Tower
When florist Jennie lands a job in Primrose Hill, it’s the perfect chance for 
her to start afresh in the city. But when a wealthy client gets her fired, 
Jennie must take a leap of faith, follow her dream, and set up a flower 
business of her own. Moving into Primrose Tower with new friend Kat, 
Jennie meets a group of strong, inspiring women who she calls on for 
help when she lands the biggest wedding of her career and must restore 
her reputation. But it’s hard to stay focussed when James, a charming 
doctor, keeps distracting her. With a little help from her new friends, can 
Jennie juggle saving her career, supporting her neighbours, her difficult 
ex, and pull off the wedding of the year? And will love blossom for Jennie 
and James, this Summer at Primrose Tower?

John Sutherland
The Siege
‘You know you’re in the presence of an expert when you read 
The Siege. A gripping debut novel.’  Jeffrey Archer

Lee James Connor has found his purpose in life: to follow the teachings 
of far-right extremist leader, Nicholas Farmer. So when his idol is jailed, 
he comes up with the perfect plan: take a local immigrant support 
group hostage until Farmer is released. Grace Wheatley is no stranger 
to loneliness having weathered the passing of her husband, whilst being 
left to raise her son alone. The local support group is her only source 
of comfort. Until the day Lee James Connor walks in and threatens the 
existence of everything she’s ever known. Superintendent Alex Lewis may 
be one of the most experienced hostage negotiators on the force, but 
there’s no such thing as a perfect record. Still haunted by his last case, 
can he connect with Connor – and 
save his nine hostages – before 
it’s too late?

Read by Gloria Sanders

8 hours 30 minutes
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Philip Gwynne Jones
The Angels of Venice
12 November 2019. The worst flooding in 50 years hits the city of 
Venice. The body of Dr Jennifer Whiteread – a British art historian, 
specialising in the depiction of angels in Venetian painting – is found 
floating in a  flooded antique bookshop. As the local police struggle to 
restore order to the city, Nathan Sutherland sets out to discover the 
truth behind Whiteread’s death. The trail leads to the ‘Markham 
Foundation’, a charity working to preserve the ancient city. Giles 
Markham is a well-known and popular figure in the highest Venetian 
social circles, and has the ear of both the Mayor and the Patriarch. But 
a man with powerful friends may also have powerful enemies. And 
Nathan is about to learn that, in Venice at least, angels come in many 
forms – merciful, fallen and vengeful...

Paul Doherty
Realm of Darkness
Spring, 1312. Edward II of England is absorbed with his favourite, Peter 
Gaveston, while his wife, Isabella, is about to give birth. Isabella’s father, 
the ruthless Philip of France, dreams of a grandson wearing the Crown of 
the Confessor and starts to meddle – even if that means murder... Amaury 
de Craon, Philip’s Master of Secrets, is despatched to carry out his deadly 
deeds and Edward II summons Sir Hugh Corbett, Keeper of the Secret 
Seal, to intercept. Both master spies lodge at the Benedictine abbey of 
St Michael’s in the forest of Ashdown. Supposedly a house of prayer, the 
abbey holds treasures which include the world’s most exquisite diamond, 
The Glory of Heaven. However, shortly after their arrival, the diamond is 
stolen and its guardian murdered. Corbett, assisted by his henchmen, 
prepares to navigate this hazardous maze of murder...

Roxanne Bouchard
Whisper of the Seals
Fisheries officer Simone Lord is transferred to Quebec’s remote Magdalen 
Islands for the winter, and at the last minute ordered to go aboard a 
trawler braving a winter storm for the traditional grey seal hunt, while all 
of the other boats shelter onshore. Detective Sergeant Joaquin Moralès is 
on a cross-country boat trip down the St Lawrence River, accompanied by 
Nadine Lauzon, a forensic psychologist working on the case of a savagely 
beaten teenager with Moralès’ old team in Montreal. When it becomes 
clear that Simone is in grave danger aboard the trawler, the two cases 
converge, with startling, terrifying consequences for everyone involved...
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Steve Cavanagh
The Accomplice
The new Eddie Flynn novel from the Sunday Times and million 
copy bestseller

The Sandman killings have been solved. Daniel Miller murdered 14 people 
before he vanished. His wife, Carrie, now faces trial as his accomplice. 
Eddie Flynn must prove to a jury, and the entire world, that Carrie Miller 
was just another victim of the Sandman. But so far, Eddie and his team 
are the only ones who believe her. Gabriel Lake is an investigator with 
a vendetta against the Sandman. He’s the only one who can catch him, 
because he believes that everything the FBI knows about serial killers is 
wrong. With his wife on trial, the Sandman is forced to come out of hiding 
to save her from a life sentence. He will kill to protect her, and everyone 
involved in the case is a target...

Read by Stephanie Cannon

8 hours 10 minutes
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Read by Adam Sims
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Ali McNamara
Cornish Clouds and 
Silver Lining Skies
Meteorologist Sky Matthews does not like surprises. Sky monitors her life 
like she does the weather, carefully and with a scientific eye. So, when she 
misses out on her dream job abroad and finds herself taking a position 
on an island off the Cornish harbour town of St Felix instead, she feels 
completely at sea. Worse still, she has to work alongside TV weatherman 
Sonny Stevens, who barely knows his storms from his tsunamis. It doesn’t 
take long for Sky to become enchanted by the weather patterns over  
St Felix. Sonny is convinced they link to local folklore, but Sky knows 
her science too well for that. Until she meets Walter, a local weather 
watcher with no qualifications beyond a lifetime of experience and Sky is  
forced to question everything she thought she knew about the weather, 
herself...and Sonny.

Cate Quinn
Blood Sisters
Sun-drenched, suspenseful and addictive, with a cast of fierce, 
unforgettable women.

When a man is found gruesomely murdered in the local pub, all fingers 
point to the backpackers working behind the bar that night – two 
American girls who skipped town before the body was discovered. 
Despite all the evidence against them, rookie cop Tara Harrison knows 
there must be more to this case than a pair of sorority sisters who 
couldn’t take a joke. She’s determined to uncover the truth and is soon on 
the trail of a devastating secret that could tear her hometown apart. But 
sorority sisters Lauren and Beth have their own dark secrets and they’ve 
made an oath to take them to the grave – which they will, all too soon, 
unless Tara can stop it...

Trevor Wood
Dead End Street
A group of vigilantes are carrying out a campaign of harassment against 
the homeless, hounding them to get them off the streets. Jimmy Mullen 
is approached by his friend Gadge, who wants to confront the people 
behind it, but Jimmy has finally got his life back on track and is reluctant 
to get involved in anything dodgy. Gadge decides to go it alone but is 
found unconscious in an alley, covered in blood. Problem is, there’s a 
dead body in the alley too and it’s his blood that Gadge is covered in. 
He’s also got the murder weapon in his hand. Convinced that Gadge has 
been set up, Jimmy returns to the streets to try and find out who’s behind 
his friend’s difficulties. Unfortunately, he’s about to discover that Gadge 
has a lot of enemies to choose from.

Read by David Nellist

10 hours 20 minutes
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Cathy Kelly
The Wedding Party
Four sisters. One secret. A day they’ll never forget...

For the first time in years, the Robicheaux sisters are returning to their 
childhood home for their parents wedding...Indy is used to high-stress 
situations in her job as a midwife – but keeping the peace in her family 
is a different matter...Eden is at a critical moment in her career in politics 
and a Robicheaux wedding is the last thing she needs. Especially when 
her own secret is threatening to resurface. Savannah might look like she 
has it all, but she’s spent her whole married life hiding the truth. Rory 
lives with her French girlfriend and tends to give family gatherings a wide 
berth. Plus, she has a risqué new book coming out that might reveal far 
more than her sisters would like...One thing’s for sure, it’s going to be a 
week that none of them will ever forget!

Reader to be confirmed 
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Laura Barnett
This Beating Heart
At 43, Christina Lennox thought her future was settled: marriage to 
Ed, children, a house of their own. But this is not that future: her 
marriage has ended, fractured by the stress of five rounds of IVF and 
two miscarriages. Overwhelmed by grief and disappointment, Ed has 
relocated to San Francisco and Christina’s dream of becoming a mother 
rests on persuading him to let her go ahead with one final round of IVF, 
using the last frozen embryo they have stored at the clinic. But when Ed 
drops a bombshell that threatens to undo everything Christina has strived 
for, she is forced, once again, to realign her plans: is this the end of her 
dream, or an opportunity to consider a different – perhaps happier – 
version of her future?
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Caroline Dunford
Hope for Tomorrow
It is 1940 and, as the Battle of Britain takes to the air, Hope Stapleford 
is recruited to join the Special Operations Executive. In the nick of time, 
spymaster Fitzroy intercepts; she is his intelligence operative after all, 
and he wants to send her to a Scottish airfield where Harvey is already 
stationed undercover as a mechanic. At the airbase, Hope and Harvey 
find a community in turmoil. Pilots talk of strange sightings in the air 
and local mechanics report mysterious scratches appearing on the wings 
and fuselage of the aircraft. Is this a case of homegrown sabotage or 
something more sinister? And why has Cole, an old colleague of Fitzroy’s, 
suddenly appeared? Glowing orbs, grieving mothers and the legacy of 
dead German pilots are only some of the challenges Hope must face to 
complete her latest mission...
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Read by Eilidh Beaton
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Vaseem Khan
The Lost Man of Bombay
‘This is historical crime fiction at its best – a compelling mix 
of social insight and complex plotting with a thoroughly 
engaging heroine.’ Mail on Sunday

Bombay, 1950. When the body of a white man is found frozen in the 
Himalayan foothills near Dehra Dun, he is christened the Ice Man by 
the national media. Who is he? How long has he been there? Why was 
he killed? As Inspector Persis Wadia and Metropolitan Police criminalist 
Archie Blackfinch investigate the case in Bombay, they uncover a trail left 
behind by the enigmatic Ice Man – a trail leading directly into the dark 
heart of conspiracy. Meanwhile, two new murders grip the city. Is there a 
serial killer on the loose, targeting Europeans?

Read by Maya Saroya

10 hours 30 minutes

HISTORICAL MYSTERY

CD
10

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Nicky Diss

7 hours 10 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

CD
7

MP3
1

Read by Karen Cass

11 hours 55 minutes

HISTORICAL MYSTERY

CD
11

MP3
1 D/L

Sharon Gosling
The Lighthouse Bookshop
At the heart of a tiny community in a remote village just inland from the 
Aberdeenshire coast stands an unexpected lighthouse. Built two centuries 
ago by an eccentric landowner, it has become home to the only bookshop 
for miles around. Rachel is an incomer to the village. She arrived five years 
ago and found a place she could call home. So when the owner of the 
Lighthouse Bookshop dies suddenly, she steps in to take care of the place, 
trying to help it survive the next stage of its life. But when she discovers 
a secret in the lighthouse, long kept hidden, she realises there is more to 
the history of the place than she could ever imagine. Can she uncover the 
truth about the lighthouse’s first owner? And can she protect the secret 
history of the place?

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399112567
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399110877
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399112833
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399106658
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Robin Morgan-Bentley
The Guest House
Jamie and Victoria are expecting their first baby. With a few weeks to 
go, they head off for a final weekend break in a remote part of the 
North Pennines. The small and peaceful guesthouse is the ideal location 
to unwind together before becoming parents. Upon arrival, they are 
greeted by Barry and Fiona, the older couple who run the guesthouse. 
They cook them dinner and show them to their room before retreating to 
bed themselves. The next morning, Jamie and Victoria wake to find the 
house deserted. Barry and Fiona are nowhere to be seen. All the doors 
are locked. Both their mobile phones and car keys have disappeared. 
Even though it’s a few weeks early, Victoria knows the contractions are 
starting. The baby is coming, and there’s no way out.

Vera Morris
Some Particular Evil
The first instalment in the Anglian Detective Agency Series

Laurel Bowman has started a new life as a teacher on the isolated Suffolk 
coast while she tries to get over the murder of her sister. But it seems 
she cannot escape from death. When the headmaster’s wife is murdered, 
the detective in charge, idiosyncratic DI Frank Diamond, soon has a list 
of suspects. He is no stranger to Laurel, but despite their troubled past, 
together they start to unravel the truth. Then the murderer strikes again 
and Laurel must fight, not just for justice, but for her life.

Read by Antonia Beamish

11 hours 5 minutes

MYSTERY

CD
11

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Zak Ford-Williams, 
Joanne Froggatt,  
Julie Hesmondhalgh &  
Isaac Highams

9 hours 10 minutes

THRILLER

CD
9

MP3
1

Jerome Loubry
The Final Chapter
When little Julie goes missing in summer 1986, David and Samuel share 
the terrible secret of her disappearance. Thirty years later, David has 
become a famous author and Samuel his publisher. Both receive identical 
manuscript chapters telling the story of what really happened that tragic 
summer. Chapter after chapter, the author reveals their darkest secrets. 
They know the book will end with its 12th chapter. A race against time 
begins: will David and Samuel expose the mysterious author’s identity 
before he exposes them? And did one of them kill Julie?

Read by Simon Mattacks

7 hours 35 minutes

THRILLER

CD
7

MP3
1 D/L

CD
9

MP3
1

Reader to be confirmed

9 hours 40 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

Matson Taylor
All About Evie
Evie is ten years older. But is she any wiser?!

Ten years on from the events of The Miseducation of Evie Epworth, Evie 
is settled in London and working as a production assistant for the BBC. 
She has everything she ever dreamed of (a career, a leatherette briefcase, 
an Ossie Clark poncho) but, following an unfortunate incident involving 
a Hornsea Pottery mug and Princess Anne, she finds herself having to 
rethink her future. As if this isn’t complicated enough, her disastrous love 
life leaves her worrying that she may be destined for eternal spinsterdom, 
concerned, as she is, that ‘even Paul had married Linda by the time he 
was 26’. Through it all, Evie is left wondering whether a 60s miseducation 
really is the best preparation to glide into womanhood and face the new 
challenges (strikes, power cuts, Edward Heath’s teeth) thrown up by the 
growing pains of the 70s.

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399111805
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399111324
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399112079
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399112918
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Lindsay Galvin
My Friend the Octopus
While her milliner mother Rosamund is abroad in Paris, twelve-year-old 
Vinnie Fyfe is left behind in Brighton. She finds comfort in her eccentric 
Aunt Bets, her new friend Temitayo, and the Brighton Aquarium – where 
the arrival of a giant octopus will change her life forever. At first terrified, 
then fascinated, Vinnie begins to produce drawings of the incredible 
creature, and is sure that a bond is developing between them. But 
meanwhile there is a dark and dangerous mystery afoot – involving 
Rosamund’s real reasons for disappearing so suddenly, and the ominous 
behaviour of her former employee Mr Jedders...

Read by Imogen Church

7 hours

HISTORICAL FICTION Age 9+

CD
7

MP3
1 D/L

Victoria Williamson
The Boy with the Butterfly Mind
Jamie Lee just wants to be normal. But ADHD doesn’t make that easy. 
If only he could control his butterfly mind then he’d be able to have 
friends, keep out of trouble – and not be sent away to stay with his dad. 
Elin Watts just wants to be perfect. If she can be the best student and 
daughter possible, then maybe her dad will come back to live with her 
and her mum. When their families blend, these polar opposites collide. 
But as their lives spiral out of control, Jamie and Elin discover that they’re 
actually more alike than different...

Read by Sarah Barron &  
Alex Wingfield

6 hours 35 minutes

GENERAL FICTION Age 10+

CD
6

MP3
1 D/L

Rachel Delahaye
Little Polar Bear Rescue
While on a Forest Club camping trip, Fliss is surprised to find herself 
transported to the Arctic Circle. Although it’s freezing outside and the 
snow is deep, she knows there must be a distressed creature nearby 
– every time she ends up a long way from home, it’s for a reason: to 
rescue a baby animal. Then she spots a playful little polar bear cub with a 
nose for trouble. But he’s lost and alone, separated from his mother and 
sibling. Fliss will have to battle the elements and use her Forest Club skills 
to reunite the polar bear family!

Annaliese Avery
The Nightsilver Promise
When Paisley Fitzwilliam is summoned to receive the track of stars that 
will determine her future, she is filled with hope. But the fate she is dealt 
throws everything upside down: the stars assert that she will suffer great 
losses, fail in her endeavours...and die within the next nine months. Then 
her mother goes missing, and the closely guarded secret around her 
brother Dax is more at risk than ever before. It seems that the previous 
metal nightsilver might hold the key. Can Paisley defy her stars and 
change the course of history?

Read by Helen Barford

7 hours 10 minutes

FANTASY Age 9+

CD
7

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Helen Keeley

1 hour 25 minutes

ANIMAL Age 5+

CD
2

MP3
1 D/L
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Jo Clarke
Libby and the Parisian Puzzle
Mystery-lover Libby is excited but nervous when she’s sent to live with 
her aunt while her mother is working abroad. For Aunt Agatha is the 
headmistress of an extraordinary travelling school that moves from 
country to country around the world. Joining the school in Paris, Libby is 
just starting to find her feet when Agatha is arrested, accused of a daring 
jewel robbery! Can Libby and her new best friend Connie find the real 
thief and save her aunt?

Camilla Chester
Call Me Lion
Ten-year-old Leo dreams of performing in the West End. His love of 
dancing is getting him through the Luton heatwave – but his selective 
mutism is putting his spot in the end-of-summer dance show on the line. 
When chatty Richa moves in next door, Leo finds it easy to bond with her. 
She talks enough for the both of them. But when he learns her secret, 
it’s clear that Richa needs Leo’s support as much as he needs hers. With 
Richa’s help, will Leo be able to follow his dreams? Or will his inability to 
speak freely cost him their friendship?

Read by Sam Newton

3 hours 5 minutes

GENERAL FICTION Age 8+

CD
3

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Colleen Prendergast

3 hours 25 minutes

MYSTERY Age 9+

CD
4

MP3
1 D/L
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Melinda Salisbury
Her Dark Wings
Teenagers Corey Alloway and Bree Dovemuir are best friends. They live 
on an island where people still pray to ancient Greek gods, and the 
Underworld is rumoured to be visible from the top of a certain hill. They’re 
closer than sisters – until Bree betrays Corey, and steals her boyfriend Ali. 
Corey is consumed by hatred. She goes so far as to vehemently wish Bree 
dead. At the annual Thesmophoria Festival, Corey kisses a stranger, a boy 
with golden lips, to show Bree and Ali she’s over them both. And later 
that night, Bree is found floating in the lake – dead...

Read by Sarah Barron

9 hours 25 minutes

FANTASY YA

CD
9

MP3
1 D/L

Eiko Kadono
Kiki’s Delivery Service
Half-witch Kiki never runs from a challenge. So when her thirteenth 
birthday arrives, she’s eager to follow a witches’ tradition: choose a 
new town to call home for one year. Brimming with confidence, Kiki 
flies to the seaside village of Koriko and expects that her powers will 
easily bring happiness to the townspeople. But gaining the trust of the 
locals is trickier than she expected. With her faithful, wise-cracking black 
cat, Jiji, by her side, Kiki forges new friendships and builds her inner  
strength, ultimately realizing that magic can be found in even the most 
ordinary places.

Read by Kim Mai Guest

7 hours 45 minutes

FANTASY Age 7+

CD
7

MP3
1 D/L

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399103534
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Yarrow Townsend
The Map of Leaves
Orla has been on her own since Ma died, living in a woodshed by the 
river, with only her beloved garden for company. It provides all she needs. 
But when sickness come to the land, Governor Atlas decrees that plants 
are the cause, and must be destroyed. Armed with her mother’s book 
of remedies, Orla steals away on a river boat, setting off to discover the 
truth and save her garden. But she’s not the only stowaway. Soon she, 
Idris and Ariana must navigate the rapids of the Inkwater to a poisonous 
place from which they may never return...

Read by Bryony Cole

7 hour 20 minutes

ADVENTURE Age 9+

CD
7

MP3
1 D/L

Victoria Williamson
The Fox Girl and the White Gazelle
Reema runs to remember the life she left behind in Syria. Caylin runs 
to find what she’s lost. Under the grey Glasgow skies, twelve-year-old 
refugee Reema is struggling to find her place in a new country and new 
language. But she isn’t the only one feeling lost. Her neighbour Caylin 
is also lonely, and lashing out. When they discover an injured fox and 
her cubs hiding on their estate, the girls form a wary friendship. As they 
learn to believe in themselves and in others, they find freedom, and the 
discovery that home isn’t a place: it’s the people you love.

Annaliese Avery
The Doomfire Secret
When Paisley Fitzwilliam escapes the clutches of the Dark Dragon, she has 
just one thing on her mind – getting her brother Dax back from the icy 
Northern Realms, where he was whisked away by fierce and mysterious 
dragon riders, the Krigare. With the Dark Dragon and the King’s Guard 
now on her trail, she faces danger at every turn. To rescue her brother and 
keep the Heart Stone from the clutches of the Dark Dragon, Paisley must 
harness her power and seek new and dangerous alliances...

Read by Helen Barford

9 hours

FANTASY Age 9+

CD
9

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Sarah Barron,  
Raghad Chaar & Gloria Sanders

6 hour 35 minutes

GENERAL FICTION Age 10+

CD
7

MP3
1 D/L
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Janelle McCurdy
Mia and the Lightcasters
Nubis has been plunged into the Darkness by the shadowy Reaper 
King – a figure children know only through their nightmares. When his 
minions capture her parents and take over the city, then Mia, her friends 
and her little brother must travel across the Nightmare Plains to reach 
Stella, the City of Light. But getting there isn’t going to be easy. Mia must 
learn to harness her umbra taming abilities if she stands any chance of 
confronting the king and rescuing her parents. If she can’t, she’ll lose her 
family – and her soul – to the Darkness forever...

CD
8

MP3
1 D/L

Read by Karise Yansen

8 hours 25 minutes

FANTASY Age 9+
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Read by Zara Ramm

8 hours 55 minutes
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Read by Zara Ramm

9 hours 20 minutes
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Read by Zara Ramm

9 hours
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Read by Zara Ramm

9 hours 25 minutes

Read by Zara Ramm

9 hours 10 minutes

Read by Zara Ramm

9 hours 15 minutes

Leigh Russell
Deadly Revenge
When a hysterical mother reports her baby’s sudden disappearance, 
suspicion immediately falls on the absent husband. But Detective 
Geraldine Steel’s gut instinct tells her this case is not as simple as 
her colleagues think...Complications in the mother’s life begin to 
surface, including her relationship with her 
controlling father, a controversial political 
figure. As the police investigate, their 
urgent attempt to find the missing infant 
grows ever more perplexing. Geraldine is 
forced to suspect everyone associated with 
the family.

Leigh Russell
Deep Cover
When a sex worker dies in suspicious circumstances in York, Detective 
Inspector Geraldine Steel struggles to remain focused on the  
investigation: her colleague and life partner, Ian Peterson, has disappeared. 
As Geraldine becomes close to her new DS, she is unaware that Ian is 
working undercover in London, trying  
to identify a criminal gang who have  
been targeting her. As a second victim is 
discovered in York, and Ian’s life  
is threatened, the tension mounts. If he 
fails in his mission, both he and Geraldine 
may die...

Leigh Russell
Deathly Affair
When a homeless man is found strangled to death, Detective Sergeant 
Geraldine Steel is caught off guard by the cold-blooded nature of the 
crime. A second murder suggests the existence of a killer whose motive 
is as elusive as he is dangerous. In an investigation plagued by police 
scepticism, only Geraldine is relentless in 
her pursuit of the truth. As she is forced 
down unexpected avenues into the lives 
of three people caught in a toxic triangle 
of love and deceit, she discovers there is 
more to this case than any of them could 
have imagined.

Leigh Russell
Rogue Killer
A man is killed in an apparently random attack, and suspicion falls on a 
gang of muggers. Only Detective Sergeant Geraldine Steel thinks this is 
the work of a more deliberate murderer. Two more victims are discovered, 
after further seemingly indiscriminate attacks. The muggers are tracked 
down, with tragic consequences. And all 
the while the killer remains at large. When 
Geraldine finally manages to track down 
a witness, she finds her own life is in 
danger...

Leigh Russell
Evil Impulse
Living with her colleague and long time love interest, Detective Inspector 
Ian Peterson, it seems that Geraldine Steel has finally found happiness. 
But life is never that simple. As a psychopath starts killing random women 
on the streets of York, Geraldine is abducted by a drugs syndicate who 
have been threatening her sister. Geraldine 
has everything to fight for, and her life is 
on the line...

Leigh Russell
Guilt Edged
A man is murdered in a seemingly motiveless attack. DI Geraldine 
Steel and her team are baffled, until a stranger’s DNA is discovered on 
the body. When a witness comes forward to offer the suspect an alibi, 
Geraldine lets him go. That night, a second murder is committed and the 
suspect goes on the run. Only Geraldine 
still doubts that he is to blame, but is she 
prompted by her own guilt for having 
released him to kill again?
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